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Final Technical Report

This project was focused on determination of the structure of bacterial luciferase.
The three-dimensional structure of bacterial luciferase is of fundamental importance to
the long-term goals of the research program, understanding the catalytic mechanism
and the mode of interaction of the enzyme with accessory proteins. In the course of
this project, numerous crystallization trials were carried out and conditions were
refined that permitted high resolution data to be collected and interpreted. In
collaboration with Dr. Ivan Rayment of the University of Wisconsin, data have been
collected from native crystals and 3 derivatives at 2.8 A. Higher resolution data are
being collected at this time, and we fully expect to have a high resolution structure
within the next few months, certainly by the end of the calendar year 1994.

We have also developed crystallization protocols for several mutant luciferases.
Structural analysis of the mutant luciferases should enable us to locate the active site
in the three-dimensional structure of the wild-type enzyme, permit mechanistic
interpretation of numerous experiments that have been reported over the past ca. 25
years, and assist us in designing the next generation of mutant enzymes to test
hypotheses regarding the mechanism of light production by this intriguing and
important enzyme.

In parallel with the determination of the three-dimensional structure of luciferase,
we pursued two related lines of research:
1. We discovered and characterized different conformational forms of the 03 subunit,
obtained by folding of the protein under different conditions (in the presence or
absence of the a subunit, at different temperatures, etc.), including a 132 species. In the
case of the luciferase 13 subunit, we have clearly shown that the finally folded structure
is determined by kinetic factors rather than by the stability of the finally folded product.
We are currently working on crystallization of the 12 homodimer that forms when the 13
subunit is expressed without a in E. coll. Comparison of the structure of 13 in the
homodimer with 03 in the heterodimer will allow the first evaluation of the effects of
protein-protein interactions on the structures of the individual subunits involved in the
oligomer.
2. We performed preliminary characterizations of two types of mutant luciferases.
One group of mutants comprises temperature-sensitive folding mutants with various
substitutions at position 313 of the 13 subunit. The 13313 mutations affect the rate of
folding of the enzyme, but not the stability of the finally folded structure. For the other
set of mutants, each of the wild-type Trp residues was replaced by Phe or Leu, in an
effort to identify aromatic side chains potentially involved in stacking interactions with
the flavin substrate. Two of the mutant enzymes show marked changes in catalytic
parameters and in spectroscopic properties of bound FMN, and thus represent
possible active site mutants.

In summary, the structural information resulting from this project will allow us to
begin to define the roles of specific amino acid residues in substrate binding and
catalysis and in protein-protein interactions.
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Refolding of Luciferase Subunits from Urea and Assembly of the
Active Heterodimer
EVIDENCE FOR FOLDING INTERMEDIATES THAT PRECEDE AND FOLLOW THE DIMERIZATION STEP
ON THE PATHWAY TO THE ACTIVE FORM OF THE ENZYME*

(Received for publication, October 22, 1992, and in revised form. December 21, 1992)

Miriam M. Zieglerf§¶, Michel E. Goldberg#, Alain F. Chaffottell**, and Thomas 0. BaldwinjfI**
From the "Center for Macromolecular Design of the Institute of Biosciences and Technology and the tDepartment of
Biochemistry and Biophysics. Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843 and the §Unita de Biochimie CeUulaire,
Institut Pasteur, 28 rue du Docteur Roux, 75724 Paris Cedex 15, France

Conditions have been established that allow revers- in recovery, whereas at lower concentrations, it ap-
ible refolding of luciferase from 5 M urea. The kinetics pears that the reduced yield of activity is due to the
of formation of the active enzyme showed a concentra- competing process of the folding of one or both individ-
tion-independent lag, suggesting the existence of inter- ual subunits into some form incompetent to interact
mediate structures on the pathway of refolding. The with each other.
rate of approach to the final level of activity was These experiments demonstrate the existence of slow
strongly concentration-dependent at protein concen- steps in the refolding of luciferase subunits from urea
trations below 10 #g/ml, but at concentrations above and the formation of the active heterodimeric struc-
about 20 #g/ml, the rate of approach to the final activ- ture, both preceding and following the dimerization.
ity value did not change with concentration. The con- Furthermore, the failure of protein at low concentra-
centration dependence presumably reflects the second- tions to efficiently reassemble into the active hetero-
order step yielding the heterodimeric structure. The dimer is consistent with the prior finding that lucifer-
finding that at concentrations above 20 #g/mi, the rate ase subunits produced independently in Escheriehia
becomes insensitive to concentration suggests that un- coli fold into conformations that cannot interact to
der these conditions, some step subsequent to dimeri- form the active heterodimer upon mixing (Waddle, J.
zation becomes rate-limiting. J., Johnston, T. C., and Baldwin, T. 0. (1987) Bio-

When the refolding reaction was initiated by dilution chemistry 26, 4917-4921).
out of 5 M urea at 50 mg/mi followed at various times
by a secondary dilution to a final concentration of 5

ig/ml, it was found that the increase in activity contin-
ued at the rate characteristic of the higher protein Unraveling the mechanism of folding for any protein will
concentration for a period of about 1-2 min following require information about the structures of intermediates on
the dilution before slowing to the rate expected for the the folding pathway and knowledge of the existence of parallel
lower protein concentration. These observations indi- pathways. Most proteins are either composed of multiple
cate that there are inactive heterodimeric species that subunits or exist as a single polypeptide with multiple folding
form from assembly of the individual subunits and that domains that interact within the context of the covalent
these species must undergo further folding to yield the continuity of the peptide chain. The forces that maintain the
active heterodimeric species, assemblage of a multisubunit complex are noncovalent. Stud-

At protein concentrations of 5-50 xg/ml, the final ies on small model systems have provided and continue to
yield of active enzyme was about 65-85%, decreasing provide extremely valuable insight into the folding of individ-
at higher and lower concentrations. At higher concen- ual domains, but it is unlikely that a general understanding
trations, aggregation probably accounts for the limit of the folding of larger or multisubunit proteins will come

exclusively through studies of folding of small peptides and
SThis research wa supported by National Sieance Foundation proteins Based on the classic studies of Anfinsen and his co-Grant DMB 87-16262, Offie of Naval Research Grants N00014-91- workers (Anfinsen, 1973) on a small protein, ribonuclease A,

J-4079 and N00014-92-J-19O, Robert A. Welch Foundation Grant
A865, the Texas Agricultual Experiment Station, the Institut Pas. it is generally accepted that the final structure of a protein,
teur, and Centre National de Ia Recherche Scientifique Grant URA or of a folding domain, is determined by the amino acid
D1129. The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part sequence. The existence of the same supersecondary struc-
by the payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby tural motifs in unrelated proteins suggests that the same
marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 folding pattern may be determined by a great many amino
solely to indicate this fact.

I Present address: Dept. of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Texas acid sequences, i.e. that the folding code is highly redundant.
A&M University, College Station, TX 77843. However, an amino acid sequence that obediently forms an a

I Visiting Professor at Univerniti Paris 7 during the period of these helix in a specific protein may well refuse to assume a helical
investigations. The visit to France was also supported by a Fulbright conformation when isolated from the context of the protein.
Award from the Commission Franco-Amiricaine d']changes Univ- Such findings lead one to suggest that perhaps with larger
ersitAires at Culturels and by Fogarty Senior International Fellowship proteins consisting of multiple independent folding domains
1 F06 TW016066-01 from the National Institutes of Health, as well and/or multiple subunits, the native structures might be
as by funds for a Faculty Development Leave from Texas A&M
University. To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be significantly altered as a result of interdomain or intersubunit
addressed: Dept. of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Texas A&M Uni- contacts. That is, will a single subunit that folds in isolation
varsity, College Station, TX 77843. reliably assume the same structure it would assume in the
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context of interacting with the other subunits, or might it The experiments reported here were designed to test the
assume some alternative structure? Homopolymeric proteins above predictions, as well as to develop methods for the study
do not provide an appropriate model system for the approach in vitro of the folding of luciferase and its subunits. In these
of this question, since it would not be possible to study directly experiments, we monitor the formation of active luciferase
the folding of individual subunits in the absence of oligomer- following dilution from urea-containing solutions. Such meas-
ization. A heterodimeric protein provides the simplest model urements are greatly facilitated with bacterial luciferase due
system for the dissection of the processes of folding of the to the speed, simplicity, and sensitivity of the assay. Lucifer-
individual subunits and assembly into the dimer. ase activity is measured in a single turnover assay by rapid

Bacterial luciferase is a heterodimeric enzyme composed of injection of FMNH2 into a vial containing enzyme, n-decyl
two homologous but nonidentical subunits (Friedland and aldehyde and 0, dissolved in a buffer (Hastings et aL, 1978).
Hastings, 1967a; Hastings et al., 1969; Meighen et al., 1970; The peak intensity of emitted light, which is achieved within
Baldwin et al., 1979; Cohn et at, 1985; Johnston et aL., 1986). 2 a of the time of injection, is proportional to the amount of
The enzyme has a single active center that is located primarily active luciferase over many orders of magnitude (Hastings et
if not exclusively on the a subunit. Although the role of the 0 at., 1966). By monitoring the amount of active enzyme at
subunit remains a subject for debate, it is required for the various times following initiation of a refolding reaction, we
high quantum yield reaction catalyzed by luciferase (see Zie- have been able to begin to dissect the overall kinetic mecha-
gler and Baldwin (1981) and Baldwin and Ziegler (1992) for nism of the folding and assembly processes.
reviews). There are no intra- or interchain disulfide bonds in Prior work on the folding of luciferase from urea or guani-
the enzyme (Tu et al., 1977a). Luciferase catalyzes the reac- dinium chloride suggested that the enzyme could be at least
tion of FMNH2,' 02 and an aliphatic aldehyde to yield FMN partially refolded following denaturation, but the extent of
and the carboxylic acid, and a photon of blue-green light (X. recovery varied significantly between the various reports
-490 run). (Friedland and Hastings, 1967a, 1967b; Hastings et aL, 1969;

The genes encoding the a and 0 subunits, luxAB, have been Gunsalus-Migul et aa., 1972; Tu et al, 1977b; Tu, 1978). We
cloned from Vibrio harveyi and expressed in Escherichia coii have previously reported the isolation of a series of mutants
(Belas et al., 1982; Baldwin et aL, 1984). Separation of the that we have designated temperature-sensitive folding mu-
tuxA gene and the luxB gene and expression of each from the tants on the basis of the wild-type thermal stability of the
lac promoter of pUC-derived plasmids allowed generation of folded proteins and the reduced ability of the proteins to fold
significant levels of each subunit that had folded in vivo in at elevated temperatures (Sugihara and Baldwin, 1988). Fur-
the absence of the other (Waddle et al., 1987). These sepa- ther investigation of these mutants required the development
rately produced a and 6 subunits each showed very low but of conditions that would reproducibly give high yields of active
authentic aldehyde- and flavin-dependent bioluminescence enzyme when the wild-type luciferase was refolded upon di-
activity (Waddle and Baldwin, 1991; Sinclair et al., 1993). lution out of denaturant. The experiments reported here
Mixing of lysates containing the two subunits did not result describe simple and reproducible methods for the unfolding
in the expected formation of the much higher specific activity of luciferase in urea and the refolding of the active enzyme
heterodimeric enzyme (Waddle et al., 1987). However, if the upon dilution of the urea. Furthermore, these experiments
subunits were first unfolded by the addition of urea, they were suggest the existence of multiple intermediates on the folding
capable of recombining upon dilution of the urea. These pathway leading to the active heterodimer. In a related series
observations led us to propose that in the normal folding of of experiments, we have demonstrated the existence of an
the luciferase subunits and assembly of the active heterodimer inactive heterodimeric species that is well populated at equi-
in vivo, the dimerization step occurs between either unfolded librium in the presence of 1.6-2.8 m urea (Clark et al, 1993).
subunits or folding intermediates of the subunits, such that It appears likely that this species is one of the intermediates
the active luciferase forms as the result of a kinetic trap. The detected in the kinetic experiments reported here.
individual subunits fold independently to form stable struc-
tures that are effectively unable to assemble. A minimal model EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
describing our earlier results is presented diagrammatically in Materias--FMN was obtained from Fluka and was used without
Fig. 1 (Waddle et al, 1987). further purification. Bovine serum albumin (Fraction V powder) and

The model presented in Fig. 1 makes certain predictions n-decyl aldehyde were purchased from Sigma. Ultra-Pure urea was
that are experimentally verifiable. First, at low concentrations the product of Schwarz-Mann. All other chemicals were of the highest
of the individual subunits, the first-order off-pathway proc- quality commercially available and were used without further purifi-
eases leading to the asmmbly-incompetent forms of the sub- cation.
units would predominate, compromising the yield of the het- Phosphate buffers were prepared by mixing the appropriate pro-g hey erdodmer portions of the monobasic and dibasic sodium or potassium salts toerodimeric form of the enzyme; the yield of the heterodimer obtain the desired pH.
should increase at higher protein concentrations, since the Luciferase Purication and Assay-E. coti (LE3M2) cells carrying
rate of the second-order reaction would increase, whereas the the V. harveyi LxAB genes on a pUC9-derived plasmid, pLAVI, were
competing first-order processes would not, leading to prefer- grown, and the luciferase was purified as previously described (Bald-
ential partitioning of material into heterodimer formation. win et aL, 1989), the purification method being a modification of that
Second, if the luciferase subunits interact as partially folded described by Hasting et ,, (1978) for purification of the enzymefrom the native organism, V. harvyi. Enzyme concentrations wereintermediates following a slow folding step, the rate of for- determined by absorbance at 280 nm, using an extinction coefficient
mation of the active enzyme should show a concentration- of 0.94 (mg/ml-s *cm-' (Gunsalus-Miguel et a,,, 1972). The enzyme
independent lag due to initial folding steps of the individual was assayed (22 T) using a photomultiplier-photometer to detect the
subunits to the species competent to form heterodimer. Third, light emitted, with n-decyl aldehyde as the substrate, upon rapid
since the formation of the heterodimeric enzyme requires a injection of FMNH1 photoreduced in a solution containing 2 mm
second-order step, the rate of formation of the active enzyme EDTA (Hastings et aL, 1978).

Activity Recovery after Dilution of Luciferaae from 5 M Urea intoshould show a strong concentration dependence. Buffer-Luciferese was denatured for 0.5-4.0 h in a 5 M urea buffer
containing 50 mm phosphate, 1 mm EDTA, I mm DTT, pH 7.0, at

'The abbreviations used are: FMNH2, reduced flavin mononucleo- 50 x the enzyme concentration desired for the refolding experiment.
tide. D77, dithiothreitol; BSA, bovine serum albumin. Refolding was initiated ("time 0") by a 1:50 dilution of the enzyme
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fqm 5 uremintomnatursion bufr (50muPhosphat, 0.%BSA. 4 so
I mu EDTA, 1 mu DTT, pH 7.0) at 18 *C. Addition of the enzyme
to the buffer resulted in a final urea concentration of 0.1 mi. In 3 Go
controls (native enzyme, never denatured), urea was added to the
renaturation buffer to yield a final concentration of 0.1 M. Dilutions 2 4
of enzyme out of urea were performed rapidly, with 20 ol of enzyme 5
in 3 M urea buffer being added to 0.960 ml of renaturation buffer (or 2

60 ol of enzyme. 5 M urea to 2.94 ml of buffer) on a vortex mixer. We
found that these conditions gave the most reproducible resulta, con-
sustent with the observation of Goldberg et al (1991) that rapid " 0 .......... 0
dilution from urea minimizes aggregation that may occur during slow -
mixing. The samples undergoing renaturation were maintained at £ -I -20
18 *C. and at intervals after initiation of refolding, aliquots (generally
10 •) were withdrawn for assay. The time t was recorded as the time -2 _ I .40
of dilution of the aliquot of renaturation mixture into 1.0 ml of asay 140 0 2 240 260 260 300 320

buffer containing 15 4 of a sonicated suspension (0.01% v/v) of n-
decyl aldehyde in HtO; approximately 15 s elapsed between the Wavelength, rmw
recorded time (dilution into assay buffer) and the actual initiation of FIG. 2. Ultraviolet circular dichroism spectrum of lucifer-
the assay by injection of FMNHt. a in buffer and in 5 M urea. The CD spectrum of 25 Mg/mi

luciferae at 18 "C is shown under native conditions (heavy line; 50
RESULTS mu phosphate, I mu EDTA, I mu DTT, 0.1 M urea) and afterseveral minutes in the same buffer but 5 M in urea (thin line).

The mechanism presented in Fig. 1 predicts two effects of

protein concentration on the refolding reaction of bacterial
luciferase. First, the rate of assembly of the heterodimer would 100
be expected to show a second-order dependence on the con-.
centration of the refolding subunits. Second, the expected 80
yield of the heterodimer would be compromised at low protein I
concentrations by the competing first-order processes leading Go-
to a. and/or 0, (see Fig. 1). To test these predictions, we ' "investigated conditions for reversible unfolding of luciferase. 40
For unfolding, we employed 5 M urea in 50 mm phosphate
buffer, 1 mm EDTA. 1 mm DTT, pH 7.0, at 18-20 *C. Under 20
these conditions, the unfolding reaction was complete within
a few minutes, as shown by the ultraviolet circular dichroism %.1 1 0 i00 iooo
spectrum in Fig. 2. The spectrum of the protein in 5 uea [0 100(1000

did not change with time. For all subsequent experiments, the Payme] ( mI)
luciferase was unfolded in 5 M urea for at least 30 min prior FIG. 3. Effect of lueiferae concentration on fial yield of
to initiation of the refolding reaction. active enzyme following dilution from 5 N ures. Luciferase at

Effect of Protein Concentration on the Final Recovery of the concentration indicated was permitted to refold for 24 h at 18 "C
after rapid 50-fold dilution from 5 M urea into renaturation bufferLucifenrase after Refoidn e from 5 M Urea--The optimal con- (50 mm phosphate, 0.2% BSA, 1 mm EDTA, 1 mm DTT, pH 7.0)

centration of protein for reversible refolding was determined (final concentration, 0.1 u urea). The different symbob represent the
by investigation of the effect of concentration on the yield of yields obtained in different experiments. Percent recovery is ez-
active enzyme (Fig. 3). At low protein concentrations (<1 p/ pressed relative to the activity of a native control sample at each
ml), the control samples appeared to be unstable unless BSA concentration diluted into the same renaturation buffer, 0.1 u in
was included in the renaturation buffer. BSA was included in urea, and incubated for the same period of time.
the refolding buffers in the earlier studies on luciferase re-
folding, and we found that addition of BSA at 0.2% resulted model in Fig. 1, the final yield of active enzyme was signifi-
in a dramatic stabilization of the activity of the controls at cantly reduced at low protein concentrations. Maximal yields
lower protein concentrations with no effect on the activity of of 75-90% were observed at 20-50 pg/mI, whereas the yield
controls or percent recovery of the refolded enzyme at higher at 1 /g/ml was about 40%.
protein concentrations (data not shown). We therefore in- At protein concentrations above 50 igml, the percent yield
cluded 0.2% BSA in the rMnaturation buffer for this experi- was compromised, presumably due to aggregation, a phenom-
ment and all subsequmt experiments. As predicted by the enon that has been reported for other proteins (London et aL,

1974; Orsini and Goldberg, 1978; Zettlmeissl et al, 1979;
__af AMitraki et al., 1987) and attributed to intermolecular inter-

actions of folding intermediates (Goldberg and Zetina, 1980;
Goldberg, 1985; Mitraki and King, 1989). We have not further
investigated the cause for the reduced yield at higher protein
concentrations, but we have limited the conditions of our
experiments to protein concentrations of 50 pg/ml and below.

S. Effect of Protein Concentration on the Rate of Formation of
Active Enzyme-The time course of formation of active en-

An, zyme following dilution from 5 M urea for a series of luciferase
concentrations is presented in Fig. 4A, with earlier timesFIG. I. Initial model for folding and assembly of luciferma expanded in panels B and C. These data demonstrate four

in vivo (adapted from Waddle et a. (1987)). a, and & are new aspects of the concentration dependence of the refolding
partially or completely synthesized subunits, ae and A represent
partially folded intermediates, a, and &. represent folded conforms- process. First, the yield of active enzyme was reduced at both
tions incompetent to form heterodimers, and aO is the active heter. low and high protein concentrations (Figs. 4A and 3). Second.
odimeric enzyme, the refolding reaction showed a definite lag at early times that
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100 I The saturation in the rate of refolding at high protein
A : _ concentrations was not predicted by the model presented in

so *-Fig. 1. One explanation for the observed saturation in rate at
S -€ high protein concentrations is that at high concentrations

A60 0 some first-order process becomes rate-limiting. If the initial
40 product of the mds nit association reaction were inactive,

A requiring additional first-order folding steps to become active
00 0o o o aA, then the maximum observed rate of recovery of activity

20 A 0 A would be limited by the rate of the first-order process at highAna . o o protein concentrations. Alternatively, the apparent saturation

" 0 100 200 300 400 00 600 could be due to limiting of the observed rate by higher order
Time (mrin) competing processes such as aggregation that become signif-

S _ __ icant only at the higher concentrations. To distinguish these

B possibilities, we performed refolding experiments at a concen-* •. = tration that gave the maiximal rate (50 ug/ml) and, 6 rain
.5 60. _after initiation of the refolding reaction, diluted the protein

10-fold, conditions under which the rate should be much
S40 -,•=,,, ,Oslower and strongly concentration-dependent (see Fig. 4). As-407 Z shown in Fig. 5, upon dilution of the refolding mixture from

A 50 to 5 ug/ml, the rate did not decrease immediately to the
3 20 A rate expected for the lower concentration, but rather contin-

" ued at the same (maximal) rate for 2-3 min before changing
0 . 0 to the slower rate. Similar results (not shown) were obtained

- 01 0 20 30 40 50 60 when secondary dilutions were performed 4 or 8 min after
Time (mrin) initiation of the refolding reaction. These results suggest that

E 20 at the time of dilution, there exists a subpopulation of lucif-S- erase molecules that have already formed heterodimer, but
have not yet become active.

- 1 5 ; " er

DISCUSSION
10o gO Since the classic experiments of Anfinsen and his colleagues

on ribonuclease (Anfiinsen, 1973), it has been generally agreed
:5 • • * that the information that dictates the folding of a polypeptide

a A a into its native, biologically active structure is resident in the
A A, sequence of amino acids that comprise the polypeptide, and

".j O 15 thus the process of protein folding has been referred to as
Time (mrin) "the second translation of the genetic message" (Goldberg,

1985). It has been an article of faith among many investigatorsFIG. 4. Effect of luciferase concentration on rate and extent in the field of protein folding that the native structure of a
of recovery of active enzyme. The enzyme was denatured in 5 M
urea, and after initiation of refolding by rapid 50-fold dilution of the protein is at a global energy minimum. However, our previ-
enzyme into renaturation buffer, the time course of formation of ously reported investigations of the folding in vivo of the
active luciferase was monitored by removal of aliquots for assay (see
"Experimental Procedures"). The complete time course is shown in
panelA, the first 60 min are expanded in pane B, and the initial l5 025.•.....,..
min are expanded in panel C. Protein concentrations in the refolding 0 a - o
mixtures were 0.2 (0), 0.4 (A), 0.8 (0), 2.0 (3), 4.0 (A), 10 (0). 20 t aqo
(0), 50 (x), and 100 (0) Wa/mL Percent recovery is expressed relative 0L 20
to the activity of a native control sample at each concentration diluted a-
into the same renaturation buffer, 0.1 u in urea, and incubated for
the same period of time. ._ 15

was comparatively independent of concentration (Fig. 4, B < 10.-
and C), indicating the existence of folding intermediate(s)
whose formation involved first-order processes, Le. partial coo
folding of the individual subunits prior to formation of the 5
heterodimeric form required for high specific activity. Third,
from low protein concentrations up to about 10 #g/ml, the [I ... ...
rate of formation of the active form of the enzyme was strongly .i 0 4 8 12 16 20
dependent on the concentration of the refolding subunits, as Time (min)
would be expected if the rate-determining step were a second- FiG. 5. Secondary 10-fold dilution of luciferas during re-
order process (interaction between the partially folded a and folding. Luciferase was diluted 50-fold from 2.5 mg/ml in 5 m urea
0 subunits). Fourth, at concentrations of 20 ig/ml and above, to 50 Waiml in renaturation buffer (0.1 m urea) at time 0, and after 6
the rate of refolding into the active form appeared to be min of refolding, an aliquot was diluted 10-fold into recovery buffer
concentration-independent. Interpretation of this observation (apin 0.1 m in urea) to yield 5 #W/ml luciferase. The time course of

activity recovery in several replicate original samples (open symbols)was complicated by the fact that at higher concentrations, the and in the secondary dilution (*) was monitored by removal of
initial rate (following the lag) was rapid, but the reaction aliquots for assay. Activity is expressed as percent of a native control
appeared to terminate prematurely, compromising the final sample at 50 ,g/ml in renaturation buffer, 0.1 M in urea; the activities
yield (Figs. 3 and 4). in the diluted sample were multiplied by 10 to correct for the dilution.
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subunits of luciferase led us to question the latter dogma centration-dependent, as expected for a second-order process.
(Waddle et aL, 1987; Sugihara and Baldwin, 1988). The sep- At the highest protein concentrations investigated (100-144
ante luciferase subunits, a and 0, appear to fold in vive into 4/ml), the reduced yield of active enzyme (Fig. 3) suggests
structures that do not interact to form active luciferase when that there may be aggegation occurring as well.
mixed in vitro unless they are first unfolded in urea-containing The results presented here also suggested a new feature of
buffers. These observations led us to conclude that the active the refolding reaction not shown in the original model, the
heterodimeric enzyme was not at a global energy minimum, apparent saturation in the rate of recovery of active enzyme
but rather constituted a kinetic trap, and that if the subunits at higher protein concentrations (Fig. 4). Below 10 1&g/ml, the
did not associate during folding, they ultimately achieved rate of formation of active enzyme after the initial lag ap-
stable structures that were assembly-incompetent (Waddle et peared to be determined by the second-order dimenzation
at., 1987). The issue of whether the native structure of a process; at 20 jAg/ml and above, the rate appeared to be limited
protein is at a global energy minimum has been the subject either by the first-order isomerization of inactive heterodimer
of some controversy in recent years, and recent reviewers to form active heterodimer or by competing higher order
have been careful to point out that the folded structure must aggregation processes that would become significant only at
be the thermodynamically most stable state that is kinetically higher concentrations, leading to an apparent limit to the rate
accessible (Goldberg, 1985; Kim and Baldwin, 1990; Jaenicke, of formation of active enzyme. The results of the secondary
1991a, 1991b) and not necessarily at a global energy minimum, dilution experiment presented in Fig. 5 permitted us to pos-

Earlier examples of competing off-pathway folding proc- tulate the intermediacy of an inactive heterodimeric species.
esses in other systems, such as the tail spike protein of tulate the intermed o active eterod er spe
bacteriophage P22 (Mitraki and King, 1989) and denatured- tad-r, which is converted to active enzyme by one or more
reduced egg white lysozyme (Goldberg et al., 1991), generally (first-order) isomerization steps. By switching from condi-
involved aggregation of intermediates. The luciferase sub- tions (50 •g/ml) under which the rate was presumably limited
units, however, did not aggregate but rather folded into soluble by the isomerization of the inactive heterodimer to conditions
structures (Waddle et aL, 1987; Sugihara and Baldwin, 1988; (5 lg/mI) under which the rate was limited by the second-

Waddle and Baldwin, 1991). More recently, other examples order assembly step, we were able to monitor directly the

of proteins with kinetically controlled folding processes (a- conversion of the inactive heterodimer to the active hetero-

lytic protease and the serine protease inhibitors antithrombin dimer (Fig. 5). We have incorporated both first-order folding
and plasminogen activator inhibitor-i) have been reported steps for the individual subunits and an inactive heterodi-
(Baker et aL, 1992; Carrell et al., 1991; Mottonen et aL, 1992). meric intermediate into a revised scheme for the pathway of

The experiments reported here were designed to begin the folding and assembly of the luciferase subunits, presented in
process of dissecting the overall kinetic mechanism of the Fig. 6.
folding and assembly of the subunits of bacterial luciferase. We have established conditions (18 "C, 50 mM phosphate
The kinetic features of the refolding reaction that were pre- at pH 7.0, protein concentrations of 15-50 Mg/mi) under which
dicted by the model advanced by Waddle et aL (1987) (Fig. 1) luciferase can refold reproducibly to its active structure in
were confirmed in these experiments. First, at low protein high yield following rapid dilution out of 5 M urea. These
concentrations, the yield of active heterodimeric enzyme was methods should allow a more complete examination of the
reduced, due to the alternative (off-pathway) first-order fold- properties of the temperature-sensitive folding mutants de-
ing processes available to the individual subunits. Second, a scribed in our earlier report (Sugihara and Baldwin, 1988).
marked, protein concentration-independent lag in recovery of Based on the results of the experiments reported here, we
activity was observed, suggestive of first-order folding steps conclude the following.
for one or both subunits prior to assembly into the heterodi- 1) Refolding of the a and 6 subunits of bacterial luciferase
mer. Further investigation of the cause of this lag has shown occurs by a multistep process involving intermediates both
it to be due to slow steps in the folding of both the a and the preceding and following assembly of the heterodimer.
0 subunits prior to the step in which heterodimer is formed 2) The encounter complex between the two subunits, in-
(Baldwin et al., 1993). Third, the rate of formation of the volving intermediates on the pathway of folding of the indi-
active heterodimeric enzyme after the lag was strongly con- vidual subunits, is inactive; formation of the active structure

requires one or more subsequent isomerization steps.
ax 3) At low protein concentrations, the yield of active heter-

odimer is compromised by competing first-order folding proc-

U0 0esses involving folding of one or both individual subunits into
structures incompetent to form heterodimer, as predicted by

,> so. ODX Waddle et al. (1987).
These results support our earlier hypothesis that the for-

mation of the active heterodimeric luciferase is a kinetically
controlled process. Under conditions that limit the ability of

Ox the intermediate ai and 8i structures to associate, the individ-
ual subunits appear to assume thermodynamically stable

FIG. 6. Revised model for folding of lueiferme subunits, structures (ca, and/or 0.) incompetent to interact with each
assembly into the heterodimer, and isomerization to the active other, by processes that are experimentally irreversible on a
enzyme. a. and A, are unfolded subunits; a, and 8, represent partially
folded intermediates that are competent to interact, forming a het- time scale of days (Waddle, 1990; Sinclair et al., 1993). This
erodimer if both are present; a, and 0. represent folded conformations interpretation suggests that the biologically active heterodi-
incompetent to form heterodimers; (a,6i represents inactive hetero- meric structure of native luciferase may reside at a local
dimeric intermediate; and ad is the active heterodimer. Although energy minimum with a lifetime, determined by high activa-
there is presently no direct evidence for intermediate forms of the tion energies of interconversion, that is meaningful on a
subunits between the fully unfolded forms and the species (ai and ,) t
competent to form heterodimer, the conversion is surely not a single- biological time scale, rather than at the global energy mini-
step process. mum that would prevail on a geological time scale.
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Bacterial lucfferase is an a• heterodimer with snn sumed the heteredimerizatiou-incompetent structure
gle active center in which the reaetion of reduced FMN, wu faster than the rate with which the • subunit
Us, and an aliphatic aldehyde yields a photon of blue- became heterodimerization-incompeteqt. These obser-
green light. We have shown that refolding of the iucif- rations support a model for folding and assembly of
erase subunits from 5 M urea occurs via the interme- the subtmits of luciferaas in which the two subunits
diacy of several species, one of which is an inactive fold into mmembly-compotent structures that associate
heterodimeric structure, resulting from the dimeriza- to (orm the heterodimer. In a slow competing process,
tion of a and 8, which isomerizse to the active • the subunits undergo a conformational rearrangement
structure in a first-order reaction (Zieglor, M. M., to form stable structures incompetent to form hetero-
Goldberg, M. E., Chaffotte, A. F., and Baldwin, T.O. dimors. It appears that the association of the luciferase
(1993) J. Biol. Chem. 268, 10q60-lOq65). We have subunits might constitute an example of one polypep-
also demonstrated the existenco of an inactive hetero- tide modifying the folding pathway of another, a model
dimeric species that is well populated at equilibrium in that is consistent with the suggestion that the forma-
the presence of 1.6-2.8 M urea (Clark, A. C., Sinclair, tion of the heteredimeric structure of luciferase is a
J. F., and Baldwin, T. O. (1993) J. Biol. Chem. 268, kinetic trap on the folding pathway of the individual
10773-I0779). We have separated tho a and B subunits subunits (Sugihara, J., and Baldwin, T. O. (1988) Bin-
by ion exchange chromatography and investigated tho ebemietry 27, 2872-2880).
effects on reformation of active luciferese of allowing
the individual subunits to refold separatoly prior to
mixing. These investigations show that the lag in for-
mation of active lucifera• is duo to slow steps in fold- The luciferase from luminous marine bacteria catalyzes the
ing of the individual subunits. The B subunit appears bioluminescent oxidation of FMNH2• and a long chain all-
to fold faster than the a subunit, but folding of the B phatic aldehyde by molecular oxygen, producing FMN, the
subunit also shows a distinet lag. When the ,, and B corresponding chain length fatty acid, and (presumably)H20,
subunits were allowed to refold from urea for periods with the emission of blue-green light (see Baldwin and Ziegler
of several hours or morn prior to mixing, the yield of
active heterodimeric lucifermm was compromised, (1992) for a recent review). The enzyme, an • dimer (Fried-
which is €omflstent with the /•ading that individual land and Hastings, 1967; Hastings et eL, 1969), lacks disulfide

subunits producod in vivo fold into structures " -mcom bonds (Tu et eL, 1977); the subunits are homologous, with
l•tont to interact with each other to form the active 32% amino acid sequence identity between the a and • sub-
hotorodimer (Waddle, J. J., Johnston, T. C., and Bald- tudts from Vibrio harveyi (Cohn et eL, 1985; Johnston et el.,
win, T. O. (1987) 2•ioehe• 26, 4917-4921). It 1986). Although the high quantum yield reaction requires
apimared that the rato with which the B subunit as- both subunits and appears to result from a single active center

on the hsterodimer, the separate a and • subunits expressed
* This rusa•h was • by National Science Foundation in Escherichia coU each shows very low but authentic biolu-

Grant DMB 87-16262, Omm of Naval ihumatch Grants N00014-91- mineacence activity in the absence of the other (Waddle and
J-4079 and N00014-92-H-1N0, Robin A. Welch Foundation Grant Baldwin, 1991; Sinclair et el., 1993).
A865, the Tnas Agrieuim• Exporim•t Station, the Iastitot Pas- We have found that the individual luciferase subunits fold
tour, and Centre National de I- Rsel•rcho S¢ientifique Grant URA in vivo into stable structures that do not interact to form the
Dl129. The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part active heterodimeric structure (Waddle et eL, 1987). Further-
by the payment of pap ©hmlpm. • article must therefore be hereby
marked "•Iverti•ment" in s•ordm• with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 more, we have reported the existence of variant forms of the
solely to indicate this fact. enzyme from V. harvey/that do not fold correctly at temper-

|VisitingProfassoratUnivereit•Paris7duriagtheperiodofthm atures of 30"C but that are stable at 30"C once folded
inv•gigations. The visit to France was also supporust by a Fulbright (Sugihara and Baldwin, 1988). These mutants appear to be
Award from the Commission Franco-Am•ricaine d•.•hanges Univ- very similar to the temperature-sensitive folding mutants of
ereitair• et Colturels and by Fogarty Senior Intsrnationsl Fellowship the phage P22 tail spike protein that have been described by
1 F06 TW0160•-01 from tbe National Institut• of Health, as well
as by funds for a Faculty Developmeet • from Texas A&M King and co-workers {Goldanberg eta/., 1982). The luciferase
University. To whom correspandanee and reprint ruquests should be subunits interact during the folding process, but if they fail
addressed: DOP• of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Texas A&M Uni- to form the heterodimer, the folding will proceed toward
vmsity, ColleM Station. "IX 77843.

** Present sddn•: Dept. of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Texas • The abbreviations used are: FMNH•, reduced flavin mononucleo-
A&M University, ColIep Station, TX 77843. tide; D'I'r, dithiothreitol.
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alternative structures that do not interact. Furthermore, the in excess, regardless of which subunit is in excess. Finally, if
final structures that the subunits assume do not appear to be the dimerization requires intermeoate structures of subunits
in equilibrium with the structures that are capable of inter- that dimerize in a kinetically controlled interaction but that
acting to form heterodimer. That is, we have suggested that also can fold independently into structures that do not inter-
the native form of the luciferase enzyme constitutes a kinetic act with each other, then refolding of the subunits independ-
trap for the folding subunits (Waddle et aL, 1987; Sugihara ently from urea should result in structures that are heterodi-
and Baldwin, 1988). mer assembly-incompetent. To investigate these possibilities,

The heterodimeric quaternary structure of luciferase is we have separated the luciferase subunits using chromato-
obviously advantageous to the investigator with an interest graphic methods so that we could investigate the effects of
in the detailed dissection of the folding pathway of a multi- varying the concentrations of the two subunits independently
meric protein, since it permits distinction between (first- in the refolding mixture and varying the time of refolding
order) folding processes of the individual a and 6 subunits prior to mixing of the subunits.
and the (second-order) step of assembly into the heterodi-
meric structure. The rapidity of the single-turnover assay EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
(Hastings et aL, 1978) permits the monitoring of the kinetics Materials-FMN was obtained from Fluka and was used without
of formation of active enzyme from urea-unfolded luciferase further purification. Bovine serum albumin i Fraction V powder) and
upon dilution of the urea. The preceding paper demonstrated n-decyl aldehyde were purchased from Sigma. Ultra-Pure urea was
that at low protein concentrations, dimerization appears to the product of Schwarz-Mann. DEAE-Sephadex A-50 was a product
be rate-limiting fnd that there are one or more isomerization of Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology Inc. All other chemicals were of
steps between the initial dimeric complex and the final active the highest quality commerciail'y available and were used without
enzyme (Ziegler et aL, 1993). Upon dilution of an equimolar further purification.

Phosphate buffers were prepared by mixing the appropriate pro-
mixture of unfolded a and 0 subunits from 5 M urea into 0.1 portions of the monobasic and dibasic sodium or potassium salts to
M urea, a lag of 3.5-4 min was observed prior to the onset of obtain the desired pH.
recovery of active enzyme. This lag was essentially independ- Luciferaae Purification and Assay-E. coli (LE392) cells carrying
ent of the luciferase subunit concentration, suggesting that the V. harveyi iuzAB genes on a pUC9-derived plasmid, pLAVi, were
the lag was due to slow first-order steps preceding dimeriza- grown, and the luciferase was purified as previously described (Bald-
tion. At low protein concentrations, the yield of active heter- win et aL, 1989), the purification method being a modification of that

described by Hastings et aL (1978) for purification of the enzyme
odimer was compromised, apparently due to the competing from the native organism, V. harveyi. Enzyme concentrations were
first-order folding of one or the other, or both, of the subunits determined by absorbance at 280 rm, using an extinction coefficient
into the presumed assembly-incompetent form (Ziegler et aL, of 0.94 (mg/ml)- 1.cm-' (Gunualus-Miguel et aL, 1972). The enzyme
1993). Based on these observations, we have proposed the was assayed (22 TC) using a photomultiplier-photometer to detect the
model presented in Fig. 1 (Ziegler et al., 1993). light emitted with n-decyl aldehyde as the substrate upon rapid

This model makes certain predictions regarding the folding injection of FMNH2 photoreduced in a solution containing 2 mm
EDTA (Hastings et aL, 1978).

of the individual subunits and the assembly of the heterodi- Purification of Lucferase Subunits-The a and 3 subunits of
mer. Specifically, if the lag in the formation of the active luciferase purified from recombinant E. co/i (Baldwin et aL, 1989)
enzyme is due to first-order steps in the folding of the a and were resolved by chromatography on DEAE-Sephadex in 5 M urea as
0 subunits following dilution from urea, then allowing the previously described (Tu, 1978). The enzyme to be applied to the
individual subunits to refold for a short time prior to mixing column (85 mg) was dialyzed at 4 C versus 40 mm phosphate, 1 mm
should reduce or eliminate the lag. Furthermore, by allowing EDTA, 0.5 mm DT7, pH 7.0; immediately before application to the

column, enough solid urea was added to make the sample 5 m in urea.
one subunit to refold from urea for a short time prior to The sample was then applied to a 2.5 x 42-cm column previously
mixing with the other unfolded subunit, it should be possible equilibrated in 40 mm phosphate, 1 mu EDTA, 1 mm DTI, 5 U urea,
to determine whether the lag is due to slow steps on the pH 7.0, at 4 TC and eluted with a linear gradient consisting of 400 ml
refolding pathway for one subunit or the other, or both. The of the equilibration buffer and 400 ml of the same buffer 120 mm in
proposed dimerization process involving intermediates on the phosphate.
refolding pathway of the two subunits suggests that the rate The pooled subunits (in 5 m urea) were concentrated by ultrafil-

tration using CentriPrep-10 centrifugal concentrators (Amicon), di-
of dimerization should depend on the concentration of both alyzed against 5 m urea, 50 mm phosphate, I mm EDTA, I mm DTT,
subunits. If a low concentration of one unfolded subunit were pH 7.0, and stored at -20 T. Subunit concentrations in 5 M urea
titrated with the other unfolded subunit, the rate of recovery were determined by absorbance at 280 nm, using the extinction
of activity should depend on the concentration of the subunit coefficients for denatured subunits determined by Waddle (1990).

which are very similar to those determined by Gunsalus-Miguel et aL
(1972): E for a - 1.23 (mg/ml)-'.cm-' and for 0 = 0.72 (mg/ml)'.
cm .

Refoldi'i of Luciferase and of Individual Subunits from 5 M Urea-
When refolding of luciferase alone was to be followed, the enzyme in

ai--41---W 04 5 m urea (50 mm phosphate, 1 mm EDTA, 1 mm DTI•, pH 7.0) was
diluted (defining time 0) 1:100 into renaturation buffer (50 mu
phosphate, 0.2% bovine serum albumin, 1 mm EDTA, 1 mm DT•r,
pH 7.0), which was also 0.05 M in urea so that the final urea
concentration after enzyme addition would be 0.1 M in the sample
during refolding. When individual subunits alone were to be refolded,

oil the same procedure was followed. When luciferase was to be refolded
in the presence of added subunit, the enzyme and the subunit (both

FIG. 1. Model for folding of luciferae subunits, assembly in 5 m urea) were premixed, and the mixture was diluted 1:50 at time
into the heterodimer, and isomerization to the active enzyme. 0 into renaturation buffer. When a subunit was to be "prefolded" for
a. and 0. are unfolded subunits; al and 0, represent partially folded a given length of time prior to addition of luciferase, the subunit in 5
intermediates that are competent to interact, forming a heterodimer M urea was diluted 1:100 into renaturation buffer (so the urea con-
if both are present; a. and 0, represent folded conformations incom- centration during prefolding was 0.05 W), and the luciferase refolding
petent to form heterodimers: [adl, represents inactive heterodimeric was subsequently initiated by 1:100 dilution (time 0) of the enzyme
intermediate: and ad is the active heterodimer (from Ziegler et ad, in 5 M urea into the solution of prefolded subunit in renaturation
1993). buffer (final urea concentration. 0.1 M). All dilutions of enzyme or
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subunit from S M urea into buffer were carried out by rapid addition 10
to the buffer on a vortex mixer. Activity recovery was monitored by
withdrawal of 10-ed aliquots of the renaturation mixture and dilution
at time t into 1.0 ml of asay buffer containing 15 dl of a sonicated 8 "
suspension (0.01% v/v) of n-decyl aldehyde in HO, followed approx-
imately 12-15 a later by initiation of the masay by injection of FMNH%. *
In experiments in which luciferase was renatured in the presence of -

added excess a or 0 subunit, or in which a subunit was "prefolded"
prior to mixing with the other subunit or with luciferase, the activities * •
of the individual subunits were monitored in separate control samples 4
and the activity attributable to the free subunit was subtracted from
the activity obtained in the final mixture. This correction was signif- "
icant only for the a subunit and only at early times or high concen- 2 *trations. •

RESULTS .

Upon dilution of unfolded luciferase subunits in 5 M urea 0 5 10 15

into buffer w:h a final urea concentration of 0.1 M, a lag of Tirm (rmin)
about 4 min is observed prior to the recovery of bholumines- FIG. 3. Time course of recovery of luciferase activity (01-
cence activity (Ziegler et aL, 1993). The rate of recovery lowing refolding of the individual subunits prior to mixing.
olowig tThe a and 0 subunits (each 1.0 mg/ml in 5 m urea) were permitted

following the lag is strongly concentration-dependent below to refold separately after 1:50 dilution into renaturation buffer isee
10 pg/ml, whereas the duration of the lag is comparatively "Experimental Procedures"), for 30 nin (W) or 60 min ( ) prior to

concentration-independent (Ziegler et aL, 1993). This obser- mixing. The subunit concentration during the separate refolding was
vation suggested that the lag might be due to slow (first- 20 ug/ml, and the final urea concentration in each refolding mixture
order) steps in the folding of either a or 6 (or both) preceding was 0.1 m. At time 0 (30 or 60 min after dilution from 5 M urea).
the dimerization step. Experiments to test this possibility equal volumes of the solutions of the two refolding subunits were
required pure isolated subunits. For this purpose, we have mixed, so that the final protein concentrations were 10 sg/ml a and

r0 pog/ml 0, or 20 pg/ml total, and aliquots were removed periodically
separated the subunits of luciferase using DEAE-Sephadex for activity assay. In the control (0), equal volumes of the I mg/ml
column chromatography in buffers containing 5 M urea (Fig. subunits in 5 M urea were mixed prior to dilution, and the mixture
2). The resolution afforded by this method was excellent, but was diluted 1:50 (to 20 Wg/ml final protein concentration) into rena-
nonetheless, to avoid contamination of one subunit with the turation buffer at time 0 to initiate refolding. Percent recovery is
other, we were conservative in the pooling of fractions. expressed relative to the activity of a native sample diluted to 20 ug/

ml into the same renaturation buffer, 0.1 m in urea, and incubated
To test the possibility that the lag in recovery of activity for the same period of time.

was due to folding steps that precede dimerization, we allowed
the individual subunits to refold separately for various periods
of time prior to mixing (Fig. 3). Upon mixing of subunits that formation of the active enzyme appears to saturate, suggesting
had been allowed to refold separately for 5 min or longer, that some other proces a becomes rate-limiting (see Fig. 1). At
recovery of luciferase activity was observed without a lag, low concentrations (2 e sg/ml and below) a marked reduction
demonstrating that the lag was in fact due to refolding steps in yield of active enzyme is observed that appears to be due
that preceded dimerization. to competing first-order folding steps involving the individual

The active form of bacterial luciferase is the heterodimer, subunits that lead to stable structures that are incompetent
formation of the heterodimer on the folding pathway would to form heterodimer (Ziegler et aL, 1993). This model (Fig. 1)

require a second-order process that should be apparent in the predicts that if the concentration of one subunit were held

concentration dependence of the rate of dimer formation. We constant at 1 pg/ml, and the concentration of the other varied

have shown that the rate of formation of active luciferase is from 1 pg/ml to above 20 pg/ml, the rate of formation of the

strongly concentration-dependent at concentrations below 10 active enzyme should increase with the concentration of the
pg/ml (Ziegler et a/, 1993). Above 10 pg/wi, the rate of subunit in excess and that the excess subunit should rescuethe limiting subunit from undergoing the competing first-

order folding reaction. The results of this experiment are
2.5 presented in Fig. 4, A and B. Addition of an excess of either

subunit to a limiting concentration of the other resulted in a
2 Cconcentration-dependent increase in the rate of formation of

active enzyme after the lag (Fig. 4) and also an increase in
the yield of active enzyme (Table I), as predicted from the

15 ~model presented in Fig. 1.
An additional observation apparent in Fig. 4, A and B, was

that with high concentrations of either the a or the 0 subunit
present, there was still a lag preceding formation of the active
heterodimer. This result suggested that the lag might be due

03 to slow steps in the folding of both subunits. However, to
better approach this question, we allowed one subunit to refold
from urea for 4 win prior to mixing with the other unfolded

0
a 20 40 so so 100 120 subunit. By so doing, we hoped to obtain some idea of the

Fracion NLww relative rates (for a versus #) of the presumed first-order steps
that precede the dimerization step in the assembly of active

FIG. 2. Separation of luciferam subunits by DEAE-Sepha- luciferase. The results are presented in Fig. 5. In both cases.
dex A-50 column chromatography in 5 M urea. Luciferase
purified from E. coUi was denatured in 5 M urea, and the a and 0 the lag was still apparent, indicating the existence of slow
subunits were resolved by a phosphate gradient in 5 m urea a steps in the refolding of both subunits. However. addition of
described under "Experimental Procedures." excess prefolded a subunit to unfolded d subunit resulted in
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FIG. 5. Time course of recovery of luciferase activity in the

2 5 presence of excess a or 0 subunit that had been allowed to
o re0old for 4 min prior to the addition of luciferase from 5 T

a A diluted 1:100 into renaturation buffer. After "prefolding" of each
IF a a , subunit alone for 4 min at 18"C, luciferase in 5 M urea was added

15 • ° 0 (time 0) to each prefolding subunit solution such that the final

• oA o; luciferase concentration was 5 Og/mI in the presence of 20 pg/ml
10 " 0 excess prefolded a (U) or 0 (A) subunit, and the final urea concentra-

tion was 0.1 m. In the control (0), luciferse was permitted to refold

5 d: 0o • at 5 pg/ml after dilution from 5 m urea in the absence of prefolded
o• m ~~~~~~~~~~subunits. Percent recovery is expressed relative to the activity of aaiesml iue o5Sgm notesm eauaintofr

naiv sampl diluted to 5 pg/mI into the same renaturation buffer.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0.1 M in urea, and incubated for the same period of time. Final yields

Time (min) in this experiment (relative to the activity of the native sample at 5
( )g/ml) were 73% for renatured luciferase alone and 77% for luciferase

FIG. 4. Time couras of recovery of luciferase activity fol- plus either subunit in excess.
lowing dilution from 5 m urea in the presence of excess a
subunit (panel A) or 0 subunit (panel B). Luciferae (200 Ag/ luciferase upon mixing (Waddle et aL, 1987). Second, the yield
ml) in 5 m urea was mixed with an equal volume of a subunit in 5 M of active heterodimeric enzyme that forms during refolding
urea or of 0 subunit in 5 m urea (or of 5 m urea buffer alone if no
subunit was to be added), and at time 0, refolding was initiated by a from urea is compromised at low concentrations, indicating a

1:50 dilution of the mixture from 5 m urea into maturation buffer competing folding process involving the independent subunits
(see "Experimental Procedures"). The final luciferase concentration (Ziegler et al, 1993). Neither of these results demonstrated
in the refolding mixture was thus 2 Wg/ml (1 pg/ml a and 1 pg/ml 8) over what time course the conversion of the subunits to the
alone (U). or 2 pg/ml plus additional subunits as foilows. A, a subunit assembly-incompetent form was occurring, or which of the
at 5 pg/mi (0), 10 p•ram (A), 20 pg/ml (0), or 36.6 pagml (@); B, 0 two subunits is responsible.
subunit at 5 pg/ml (0), 10 og/ml (A), 20 pg/mi (03), or 38.2 mg/ml
(0). Percent recovery is expressed relative to the activity of a native To address the question of the time course of the competing

sample diluted to 2 pg/ml into the same renaturstion buffer, 0.1 M in off-pathway folding of the individual subunits, we permitted
urea, and incubated for the same period of time. the subunits to refold separately for various periods of time

up to 21 h and then mixed them and followed the time course

TABLE I and final yield of active heterodimer recovery. The early time
Relative yield of active luciferase after renaturation in the presence of courses of two such experiments, involving prior refolding of

excess a or 8 subunit both subunits for 30 and 60 min, were shown in Fig. 3, and

Luciedrm sample Platw yield- the effect on the lag in activity recovery is discussed above.

2 pg/ml luciferase alone 1.0 The final yields of active enzyme recovered in those two
+ 5 pg/mi a subunit 1.4 experiments, as well as following prefolding for longer periods
+ 10 Wg/ml a subunit 1.3 of time, are shown in Table II. Permitting both of the subunits
+ 20 p/ml a subunit 1.6 to refold separately for up to about 3 h prior to mixing had
+ 36.6 pg/mI a siuunit 1.5 relatively little effect on the final recovery of active enzyme,
+ 1 pg/ml 8 summit 1.8 but the yield obtained in the experiment with 21 h of prefold-+ 10 Ag/ml 0 subunit 1.7

+ 20 pg/ml 8 subunit 1.9 ing was much lower, suggesting that the off-pathway conver-
+ 38.2 Wpg/m subunit 1.9 sion of the species competent to form heterodimer to the

"*Yields are given relative to that of 2 ,g/ml luciferase alone diluted assembly-incompetent form must be slow, with a first-order

1:50 from 5 m urea into renaturation buffer after 21 h at 18 IC, from rate constant in the range of 0.06-0.12 h-' at 18 *C.
the experiment described in the legend to Fig. 4. The recovery from To address the question of which of the two subunits was
the 2 pg/ml sample with no added subunits was itself about 45% of a being converted to a stable, heterodimer assembly-incompe-
control that had not been denatured. tent form, we allowed each to refold for 24 h prior to mixing.

Upon mixing of the separately refolded subunits, very low

a reduction in the duration of the lag, suggesting that the a activity that formed at a very slow rate was observed (Fig. 6
subunit refolds more slowly than does the P subunit. and Table III). Likewise, dilution of unfolded a subunit into

The final prediction that we explored in these studies was a solution containing folded 8 subunit resulted in a very low
the issue of the folding of the individual subunits into struc- yield of active enzyme, indicating that most of the 8 subunit
tures that do not interact with each other. The model shown had refolded over the 24-h period into an assembly-incompe-
in Fig. 1 is based on two observations. First, if the twc ..bunits tent form. Dilution of unfolded $ subunit into a solution of
are synthesized independently in E. coLi, one or the other or folded a subunit, however, resulted in rapid recovery of activ-
both fold into structures that do not assemble into active ity with a shorter initial lag than was observed when unfolded
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TAMLZ II T"Ut Ill
Refojding both subunts separately prior to mixinn Refolding the a and/or 0 subunit separately for 24 h prior to mixing

Effect on the final yield of active enzyme. The experiment was with the other subunit
performed as described in the legend to Fig. 3, with the subunits being Effect on final yield of active enzyme
permitted to refold separately at 20 4g/ml for various periods of time
prior to mixing. The final protein concentration following mixing was Sampie i yield
20 pg/ml, 10 Mg/ml of each subunit. a + 0$. 50,O ,,h , d + O , , 2 6 1

Duration of rfoing yield- . + 06, 5
prior to mixing Mad + $,ftWW 6'

0 min 50 'Final protein concentrations were all 20 g/ml, 10 /g/ml of each
30 min so subunit. Yields are given relative to a control consisting of 20 .sg/ml
60min 45
90 min 40 luciferase alone that had never been denatured. For reference, lucif-17 min 40 erase diluted 1:50 from 5 m urea into renaturation buffer at 20 gg/ml21 h 6 recovered about 80% of the control activity after 21 h at 18 T (Ziegler

et aL, 1993).
'Final activities were determined 24 h after mixing of the subunits. 6 The subunits in 5 M urea were mixed prior to 1:50 dilution of the

Yields are given relative to a control consisting of 20 Mg/ml luciferase mixture into renaturation buffer.
alone that had never been denatured. For reference, luciferase diluted *Either the a or the # subunit was permitted to refold for 24 h
1:50 from 5 M urea into renaturation buffer at 20 4g/ml recovered prior to the addition of the second subunit by dilution from 5 m urea,
about 80% of the control activity after 21 h at 18 °C (Ziegler et aL, as described in the legend to Fig. 6.
1993). d Both subunits were permitted to refold separately for 21 h prior

to mixing, as in the experiment described in the legend to Fig. 3.

20 . heterodimer assembly-incompetent conformation when per-
mitted to refold for 24 h in the absence of the 0 subunit.

DISCUSSION

10 " The experiments reported here were undertaken in order
4 % to develop an understanding of the overall kinetic pathway

a for the folding and assembly of the luciferase subunits. Be-
cause of the nature of the experiments, we deemed it unrea-

Sf 0sonable to attempt to extract specific rate constants for indi-
10 vidual steps or combinations of steps. Rather, we elected to

Time (min) utilize the approach described in this and the preceding pub-
lication (Ziegler et al., 1993) to investigate the overall foldingFIG. 6. Time course of recovery of luciferme activity fol- reaction. Knowledge of the overall folding mechanism should

lowing refolding of one subunit for 24 h prior to dilution of allow us to design spectroscopic methods by which we may
the other subunit from 5 M urea. The a and 0 subunits (each 1.0
mg/ml in 5 M urea) were permitted to refold separately upon 1:50 monitor the rates of conversion of one identifiable interme-
dilution into renaturation buffer (see "Experimental Procedures), diate into the next. Our results allow qualitative estimates to
the urea concentration being 0.1 m, for 24 h prior to addition of the be made of the rates of interconversion of folding intermedi-
other subunit from 5 m ursa. After 24 h of prefolding, 0.5 ml of the ates.
refolded subunit was diluted with an equal volume of renaturation We have demonstrated the existence of a series of inter-
buffer (so that the final concentration of refolded subunit was 104/ mediates involved in the folding and assembly of the luciferase
ml), and at time 0, the other subunit (in 5 M urea) was diluted 1:100
into the solution of the refolded subunit, so that the final urea subunits. These include the unfolded subunits (a. and 0.) and
concentration was again 0.1 M and the final protein concentrations the heterodimer assembly-competent subunit species (a, and
were 10 W/mI refolded a and 10 4/mi unfolded 0 (a), or 10 W/ml A), which can either fold on to form the heterodimer assem-
unfolded a and 10 4/ml refolded 0 (). For reference, subunits that bly-incompetent species (a. and 0.) or associate to form
had each been permitted to refold separately for 21 h were mixed in heterodimeric species, the inactive heterodimer ([,a].), and
equal volumes (final concentrations, 10 og/ml of each subunit) at ctive heterodi 'O Knolegeo fh i
time 0 (*) (as described in Fig. 3 for shorter times of refolding). In thea mer (a,). nowlegeotese interm ates
the control (W), the subunits in 5 M ure were mixed prior to dilution and their apparent interconversions allowed us to formulate
and diluted together 1:50 into nmaturation buffer (final concentra- a minimal model for the kinetic mechanism for the folding of
tions, 104/mlof each sumbunit) to initiate refolding at time 0. Percent the luciferase subunits and the assembly of the active heter-
recovery is expressed relative to the activity of a native sample diluted odimer (Fig. 1) that is consistent with the results of studies
to 20 4g/ml into the sam renaturation buffer, 0.1 h in urea, and carried out at equilibrium (Clark et al., 1993).
incubated for the same period of time. The results reported here demonstrate the existence of one

or more comparatively slow steps between the unfolded sub-
a subunit is mixed with unfolded 0 subunit, indicating that a units and the assembly-competent form of the subunits. Only
substantial fraction of the 24 h-folded conformation of the a a few proteins have been investigated by circular dichroism
subunit is able to interact with 0 subunit as 0 refolds from spectroscopy on the stopped-flow time scale, but for such
urea. The shorter lag is consistent with the observation that proteins a clear generalization can be made. The majority of
the # subunit folded faster than did the a subunit, such that the secondary structure of a protein forms within much less
the folding of a determined the length of the lag when both than 1 s following dilution from a denaturant solution (Ku-
subunits were diluted from urea at the same time (see Fig. 5). wajima et ad, 1991; Chaffotte et al, 1992). The same is true
However, the sample in which the a subunit was permitted to for the luciferase subunits,2 but we obsered a prolonged lag
fold for 24 h prior to the addition of unfolded 0 eventually of 3-4 rain between the time of dilution of the subunits from
recovered only half of the activity of the sample in which the
two subunits refolded together from the outset (Table I1l), 1 T. 0. Baldwin, M. M. Ziegler, A. F. Chaffotte, and M. E. Goldberg,
suggesting that some fraction of a may also be assuming a unpublished results.
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urea and the onset of accumulation of active enzyme (Ziegler a subunit of V. harveyi (then called -MAV") luciferase to

et al., 1993). Thus. there must already be considerable struc- interact with 0 and only about a 32% decrease in the ability

ture present in the assembly-competent species (ai and 4,. of the refolded $ subunit to interact with a. Presumably, the

Although supplementation of luciferase during refolding with apparent difference in the rates of the a, - a, and 3, -4 3

a large excess of either individual subunit indicated that the conversions between our present results and those of Gunsa-

rate of recovery of the active heterodimer was a function of lus-Miguel et al. (1972) is due to the temperature difference:

the concentration of the subunit in excess (Fig. 4), the lag the reactions appear to be quite slow at 18 'C (present results)

appeared to be nearly independent of the concentration of the and to occur even more slowly at 4 °C (Gunsalus-Miguel et

subunit in excess. This observation, and the observation that a!., 1972).

the lag was independent of the concentration of the refolding The structures of the heterodimer assembly-incompetent

subunits maintained at a stoichiometry of 1:1 (Ziegler et al., forms of the luciferase subunits, a. and d,. are of great interest

1993), suggested that the lag was due to a slow (first-order) but beyond the scope of the experiments reported here. We

step or steps in the folding of both subunits, since the lag have investigated the circular dichroism spectra of the sepa-

persisted regardless of which subunit was in excess. The rately folded subunits and find that both have well defined

suggestion that the lag was due to slow steps preceding dimer spectra in both the far ultraviolet and the near ultraviolet,

assembly was confirmed by allowing the two subunits to refold indicating that they have folded into well defined structures

for various periods of time prior to mixing (Fig. 3). By this with the aromatic side chains packed into chiral environments

method, we eliminated the lag, demonstrating that the lag (data not shown). A detailed investigation and interpretation

was due to the delay in the formation of the assembly- of these observations will require much additional experimen-

competent forms of one or both subunits. tation.

In all of our experiments, we found only a single way to Our results suggest that the folding of the luciferase is

alter the duration of the lag in the formation of active lucif- similar in certain respects to the folding of proteases such as

erase without completely eliminating it. By allowing the a subtilisin (Zhu et a., 1989; Ohta et al., 1991) and the a-lytic

subunit to refold from urea for 4 min prior to mixing with protease (Silen and Agard, 1989; Baker et al., 1992), as well

unfolded 4 subunit, we observed a somewhat shorter lag (Fig. as the serpin plasminogen activator inhibitor (Carrell et al..

5). The converse experiment, in which we allowed the $ 1991; Mottonen et al., 1992). The correct folding of the pro-

subunit to refold briefly prior to mixing with unfolded a teases requires interaction with the propolypeptide, either in

subunit, resulted in a lag of nearly the same duration as if cis or in trans (Zhu et al, 1989; Silen and Agard, 1989; Silen

both subunits were diluted together from urea sirnultaneously. et a., 1989). These proteases appear to fold to a stable but

This experiment demonstrated that the lag is determined inactive conformation, requiring interaction with the propol-

primarily by the rate of folding of the a subunit, but that ypeptide to be converted to the active conformation. For the

although the 0 subunit appeared to fold faster than the a a-lytic protease, the activation barrier between the two con-

subunit, there was not a major difference in the rates. formations has been estimated to be 27 kcal/mol (Baker et

The final conclusion that we may draw from these experi- al, 1992). A similar process has been reported for plasminogen

ments relates to the failure of folded subunits to assemble activator inhibitor-i, which folJ, .. ) an active conformation,

into the active enzyme, as originally reported by Waddle et but then slowly is converted ink,, an inactive hyperstable

a/ (1987) for subunits folded in vivo. We found that if the species, apparently through the insertion of a stretch of poly-

individual subunits were permitted to refold from urea for 21 peptide into a 4 sheet to yield a structure of enhanced stability

h prior to mixing, little active enzyme was formed (Table II). (Carrell et a., 1991; Mottonen et aL, 1992). The 4 subunit of

To determine if both folded subunits were heterodimer assem- bacterial luciferase appears to be similar to the serpin in that

bly-incompetent, we mixed one folded subunit with the other it folds into an assembly-competent species that slowly con-

unfolded subunit and monitored both the rate of formation verts into an assembly-incompetent form. The 4 subunit is

and the yield of active enzyme. Mixing of refolded a subunit similar to the proteases as well, in that it appears to be the

with unfolded 0 subunit resulted in some reduction in yield interaction with the a subunit that converts it into the bio-

of a• relative to the yield observed when unfolded a was logically active form.

mixed with unfolded 4. This observation suggests that the ac We have separated the a and 4 subunits of bacterial lucif-
erase by column chromatography in 5 M urea so that we could

species may be very slowly converted to at, with a half-time study the effects of varying the concentrations of each in
for the conversion of the order of 24 h at 18 °C in 0.1 M urea refolding experiments in which we measured the recovery of

and 50 mM phosphate, pH 7.0. The b subunit appeared to bioluminescence activity. The results of our experiments dem-

convert to the 4, speewi tlowly as well but significantly faster onstrate the following. 1) The lag in recovery of activity,

than the a subunit, with a half-time between 6 and 12 h. described in the experiments of Ziegler et al. (1993) is due to
When both subunits were allowed to refold for periods of 60- first-order steps in the refolding of both subunits prior to

90 min prior to mixing, the rates of formation and yield of formation of the dimerization competent species. 2) The rate

active enzyme were not seriously compromised. However, of refolding of 4 is faster than the rate of refolding of a. 3)
when the 4 subunit was allowed to refold for 24 h prior to The rates of formation of the heterodimerization-incompetent
mixing with either unfolded or refolded a, very little a# was species, a,. and 0., are indeed quite slow, with half-times of

formed, indicating that about 90% of the 6 subunit had been hours. 4) The heterodimerization-incompetent species that

converted to the &. species. These observations suggest that form in vivo (observed by Waddle et al.(1987)) also form upon
the half-time for the 0, -0.4 conversion is less than 12 h but refolding in vitro.

greater than 3 h.
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Bacterial luciferase is a heterodimeric enzyme that version of the active heterodimer and the inactive bet-
catalyzes the reaction of reduced FMN, 02 and an erodimeric species was estimated to be 4.52 * 0.30
aliphatic aldehyde to yield the carboxylic acid and an kcal/mol; the free energy change for the interconver-
excited flavin that emits blue-green light upon return sion of the inactive heterodimer and the individual
to ground state. The two subunits of the luciferase from subunits was 19.7 * 0.2 kcal/mol. These measurements
Vibrio hgrveyi, a and A, have molecular weights of demonstrate that the equilibrium unfolding of bacte-
40,108 and 36,349, respectively; the single active cen- rial luciferase proceeds through a well populated in-
ter resides primarily, if not exclusively, on the a sub- active heterodimeric species that appears to be par-
unit. tially unfolded and are consistent with the observation

We have found that bacterial luciferase can be un- (Ziegler, M. M., Goldberg, M. E., Chaffotte, A. F., and
folded in urea-containing 50 mtm phosphate buffer, pH Baldwin, T. 0. (1993) J. Biol. Chem. 268, 10760-
7.0, and refolded by dilution of the urea with final 10765) of an inactive heterodimeric intermediate that
luciferase concentrations of 5-25 xg/ml. We have ana- forms from the individual subunits and precedes the
lyzed the urea-induced equilibrium unfolding of bac- active heterodimeric enzyme on the refolding pathway.
terial luciferase by monitoring changes in both the far
ultraviolet circular dichroism (predominantly second-
ary structure) and intrinsic fluorescence emission (pre-
dominantly tertiary structure) resulting from incuba-
tion in various concentrations of urea at 18 °C for 18- Extensive investigations of many small globular proteins
24 h. Both spectral methods indicated a biphasic un- have yielded detailed information concerning the thermody-
folding transition; the first phase was protein concen- namics and kinetics of folding (see Creighton (1990), Dill
tration-independent, whereas the second phase was (1990), Kim and Baldwin (1990), and Jaericke (1991), for
protein concentration-dependent. Equilibrium unfold- recent reviews). Most proteins are only marginally stable, and
ing curves showed an increase in fluorescence up to 2 in many cases, folding can be approximated by a two-state
x urea followed by a decrease in intensity and red shift model in which only the native or the unfolded protein can
of the emission maximum. The ratio of the fluorescence be found in significant quantities (Pace et aL, 1991; Shortle
emission in the presence of 2 M urea relative to that in et aL, 1990; Serrano et aL, 1990; Chen and Schellman, 1989:
the absence of urea was greater when fluorescence was Pakula and Sauer, 1989; Bowie and Sauer, 1989). However,
excited at 295 nm than at 280 am. The fluorescence intermediates on the folding pathway have been detected for
Increase In the 0-2 M urea range corresponded to the both small and large polypeptides (Fuchs et aL, 1991; Hughson
first phaseof the biphasic unfoldingprocess. The urea- et aL, 1991; Zetina and Goldberg, 1980; Hurle et aL, 1987;
induced loss of luciferase enzymatic activity appeared Touchette et aL, 1986; Tandon and Horowitz, 1986; Borden
to correspond to the first transition observed with the and Richards, 1990). If the long term goal of protein folding
spectroecopic methods, and likewise to be protein con- studies is the prediction of the tertiary structure of a protein
centration-independent. These observations suggested from the primary sequence, then detailed information con-
a three-state unfolding mechanism in which the native
heterodimeric enzyme rearranges to an inactive hot- cerning the existence and structures of even transient inter-

erodimeric species that is well populated, followed by mediates is crucial and generally lacking. Models based mainly

dissociation and unfoldg of the a and 0 subunits. The on studies of small globular proteins may not fully explain
data were fit to a three-state mechanism using a non- the folding and assembly of larger multidomain or multisub-
linear least squares method. At 18 "C in 50 mm phos- unit proteins.
phate, pH 7.0, the free energy change for the intercon- For these and related reasons, we have begun to study the

folding of bacterial luciferase, a heterodimer consisting of two

This work was supported by National Science Foundation Grant dissimilar subunits, a and 0, with molecular weights of 40,108
DMB 67-16282, Office of Naval Research Grants N00014.91-J-4079 and 36,349, respectively, for the subunits of the enzyme from
and N00014-92-J-1900, Robert A. Welch Foundation Grant A86M, Vibrio harveyi (Cohn et aL, 1985; Johnston et aL, 1986).
and the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station. The costs of publi. Bacterial luciferase is a flavin monooxygenase that yields a
cation of this article were defrayed in part by the payment of page quantum of light as a product of the enzymatic reaction (for
charges. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertise- reviews of the system, see Ziegler and Baldwin (1981) and
ment" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 solely to indicate Baldwin and Ziegler (1992)). The overall reaction is FMNH 2
this fact

I To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad- + RCHO + 02 --. FMN + RCOOH + H20 + light, where
dressed: Dept. of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Texas A&M Univer- FMNH2 is reduced flavin mononucleotide, RCHO is long
sity, College Station, TX 77843. chain aldehyde, typically n-decyl aldehyde, and RCOOH is
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the corresponding long chain fatty acid. Measuring the inten- hem,, and NaHnP0 and KHPO, were from J. T. Baker. All other
sity of emitted light allows rapid and sensitive analysis of chemicals were reagent-prade. Bacterial luciferam wa- isolated from
enzymatic activity over a wide rang of protein concentra- E. cols LE392 carrying the p~lmid pLAV1 a described previously
tions. This assay has been used extensively to monitor pro- (Baldwin et aL., 1989) and was judged groater than 95% pure by SDS-
duction of active luciferese in vivo and in vitro (Baldwin and polyacryiamide got electrophonesis analysis (LAoinnii, 1970).

Stock Solutions-Urea stock solutions (10 M), prepared as de-
Ziegler, 1992). The luciferase assay is uniquely sensitive and scribed previously (Pace et aL, 1989) in a bufter of 50 mu NaHPO,/
well suited to such investigations. K.HPO., pH 7.0 (-0.02), 1 mu dithiothreitol, and 0.005% Tween 20.

The genes encoding the a and 0 subunits of bacterial were prepared daily for each experiment and filtered (0.22-Asm pore)
luciferase from V. harveyi have been cloned and expressed in prior to use. The urea concentration of each stock solution was
E. coli (Cohn et al., 1983; Baldwin et aL, 1984; Belas et al, calculated by weight and by refractive index (Pace et aL, 1989), and
1982), and the amino acid sequences of the subunits are known solutions were used only if these two values differed by less than 1%.
(Cohn et al, 1985; Johnston et aL, 1986). Since bacterial This buffer solution without urea is referred to below as "phosphate
luciferase is a heterodimer and the genes encoding the a and buffer."eead Equilibrium Unfolding Curves-All equilibrium unfolding experi-
0 subunits (luxA and luxB, respectively) may be expressed ments in urea were performed as described by Pace et ad (1989).
together or individually, the products of folding of the indi- Briefly, stock protein solutions were prepared in phosphate buffer to
vidual subunits may be studied in the absence of formation be 10 times the desired final protein concentration. Phosphate buffer.
of the heterodimer (Waddle et at, 1987; Waddle and Baldwin, urea from the 10 m stock solution, and 200 ,11 of stock protein solution
1991; Sinclair et al., 1993). The individual subunits and the togivea final volume of 2 ml were added to 2 ml siliconized Eppendorf
heterodimer have been overexpressed and purified in large tubes (National Scientific Supply). This yielded final urea concentra-
quantities (Baldwin et al, 1989; Sinclair et al, 1993), and the tions of 0-6 M and the final protein concentrations indicated in the
system is amenable to mutagenesis (Baldwin et al, 1989; figure legends. Each sample was mixed by vortexing and incubated
Sugihara and Baldwin, 1988; Chen and Baldwin, 1989; Chlum- in a water bath at 18 "C for a minimum of 18 h.For renaturation experiments, protein was denatured in 2 ml
sky et al, 1991). There is no posttranslational modification siliconized Eppendorf tubes that contained phosphate buffer and 10
of the luciferase subunits, and the enzyme is not prone to m stock ures such that when the protein was added, the final urea
aggregation (Baldwin and Ziegler, 1992). Because of these concentration was 6 M, end the protein concentration was 10 times
features, bacterial luciferase appears to be an ideal protein the desired final concentration used in the experiment. After incu-
with which to study the basic properties of the folding and bation for I h at 18 "C, 200 jd of denatured protein was added to
assembly of multisubunit enzymes. tubes containing phosphate buffer and urea such that the final volume

By measuring the kinetics of the overall refolding reaction was 2 ml, and the final urea and protein concentrations were as
by which subunits diluted from 5 M urea refold and assemble indicated. Each sample was mixed by vortexing and was incubated
into the active heterodimeric enzyme, we have shown that on for a minimum of 18 h at 18 C.Fluorescence emission at each denaturant concentration was meas-
a time scale of a few minutes, the individual subunits assume ured using an SLM-Aminco 8000C spectrofluorometer, the signal was
conformations that are competent for heterodimer formation averaged for 50 s. All measurements were corrected for background
(Ziegler et al, 1993; Baldwin et al, 1993). At low concentra- signal. Circular dichroism was measured using a Jasco J600A spec-
tions of subunits, heterodimer assembly appears to be rate- tropolarimeter using either a 5- or 10-mm cell. The CD signal was
determining, whereas at higher protein concentrations, the averaged for 60 s using a program created in the Microsoft Quickbasic
rate-determining step is independent of protein concentration environment by J. F. Sinclair. Both instruments were equipped with
and appears to comprise a rearrangement of an inactive thermostatted cell holders, and temperature was held constant at
heterodimeric species into the active act structure. The results 18 "C (±-0.1 C) using a circulating water bath.

Activity Measurements-Bioluminescence activity was measuredof these studies confirmed our earlier proposal, based on using the FMNHS injection asay (Baldwin and Ziegler, 1992; Has-
luciferase subunit folding in vivo (Waddle et aL, 1987), that tings et al, 1978) and a Turner Designs TD-20e luminometer. Assay
the luciferase subunits interact as partially folded intermedi- . vials were maintained at 18 "C using a circulating water bath. Samples
ates to form the heterodimer, subunits that do not interact for activity measurements in urea-containing buffers were incubated
(or cannot interact due to their synthesis in different cells) in urea for a minimum of 18 h at 18 "C; a 1-ml aliquot was used for
fold into stable structures that cannot interact upon mixing, each assay, and a minimum of three assays were performed at each
even with prolonged incubation, urea concentration.

In this paper, we describe the urea-induced unfolding of Data Analysis-Experimental data, collected as described above,
bacterial luciferase monitored at equilibrium using enzyme could not be reconciled with a simple two-state mechanism. We
activity and spectroscopic probes that are sensitive to protein therefore developed a three-state treatment with which all of the data

were satisfactorily analyzed. In developing this mechanism, severalsecondary and tertiry structure. Bacterial luciferese cont~ains assumptions were made. First, we assumed a single beterodimeric8 tryptophanyl residAs, 6 in the a subunit and 2 in the 6 intermediate in equilibrium with the native enzyme and the unfolded
subunit (Cohn et aL, 1966; Johnston et aL, 1986). We have subunits. That is, we assumed the three-state mechanism
monitored fluorescence emission with excitation either at 295
nm, which excites primarily tryptophanyl residues, or at 280 WOIN =t [a$], = a + 0 (Eq. 1)
nm, which allows excitation of both tyrosinyl and trypto-phanyl residues. We have also monitored circular dichroism in which the protein is assumed to be in either the native heterodi.pat222ny resds Wenzhmave alsotmityovre circulare ofroeisn meric state (N), a non-native dimeric state (I), or in the unfolded
at 222 nma and enzymatic activity over a range of protein monomeric state (a + 0). If we set the molar concentration of the
concentration. The data presented demonstrate that the un- native heterodimer (a0I] - [NIT when all the protein is native, we
folding of bacterial luciferase occurs by a multistep process may define the mole fraction of each species as
that includes as a minimum an inactive heterodimeric species
as a folding intermediate that is well populated at equilibrium A [NI (Eq. 2)
between 1.6 and 2.8 M urea. [I

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES [I] ( 3)

Materias--Ultra-Pure urea was purchased from Schwarz/Mann.
Dithiothreitol and Tween 20' were obtained from Boehringer Mann- [al [01 ( (Eq.[4)

'The abbreviation used is: Tween 20. poly(oxyethylene)0-sorbitan fs j N-IT f=
monolaurate. where fN = mole fraction in the native state. fi = mole fraction in the
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intermediate heterodimeric state. and As - mole fraction in the are the slopes that describe the dependence of the amplitudes for
subunit state. Note that native and unfolded protein, respectively, on urea concentration.

A A (Eq.5) Nonlinear least squares fitting of the data to these equations
(N ÷Ii +[ i 1. employeda Macintosh version of Nonlin (Robelko Software. Carbon-

The equilibrium constants, K, and Kj, are then related to the mole dale. HL ee Johnson and Frasier (19851) to determine the eight
fraction of each species present and the total concentration of protein unknown parameters, AGNI'. AG21, m,. in, M3 , Mi, Y1, and Ys, from
[NIT by Equations 6 and 7. each unfolding curve. The value of YN., determined in the absence of

urea, was not allowed to vary during the fitting process. Nonlinear.
SK, A's (Eq. 6) least squares fits of measurements of enzyme activity in the presence

of urea were done using a simple two-state transition model (Santoro
and Bolen, 1988) with the program Kaleidagraph ( Synergy Software.and Reading, PA).

Error Ana.vsu--Equation 15 (and associated definitions) and the
K, = (Eq. 7) average values of mt, in, -1Gs"l', and .IG2H from Table I were used

ht to calculate a "perfect" data set. To determine if these parameters,
where IN, A, and fs represent the fraction of the protein that is in each extracted by fitting experimental data to Equation 15, represented a
form at equilibrium. Note that when [a] - [NT - [], f M global minimum in the fitting procedure, random error was introduced

By rearranging and combining Equations 5 and 6, the following is into the calculated data, and the initial estimates of the four param-
obtained. eters were varied in separate experiments. The data could withstand

KtQ -approximately 15% error without divergence from the original values
(q K8 ~ of mi, mt, AGM"", and .1010 during the fitting procedure. Likewise.

(1 + K the initial estimates of mi, m2, .•1G0, and .IG2so were varied individ-
ually and in groups of two or more. These parameters could be variedUsing Equations 5-8. it is possible to solve for the mole fraction of by about ±7% and the fitting routine still converged on the values ofeach species present at equilibrium in terms of the total protein the parameters used to calculate the perfect data. These two tests

concentration, NT, and the two equilibrium constants, K, and K2. demonstrated that the average values of mi,, in0, 2G!"", and %G"20 inSubstituting Equation 8 into Equation 7 and solving for (s yields Table I represent global minima in the nonlinear least squares fit of
Equation 9. the experimental data to Equation 15. To estimate the error in these

-1KK + I(KKt)2 + 4[NIT( + K,)(KK,) parameters, error was introduced into the calculated data and the
A - 21N]Tl + KI) (Eq. 9) initial estimates of the four parameters simultaneously. Random error

of 3, 5. and 7% was introduced into the calculated data set; the
Substituting Equation 9 into Equation 8 yields the following equation. residuals of the data in Figs. 2 and 3 fit to Equation 15 showed about4% variance (not shown). The initial estimates of Mi, Mi, AG",1" and

h 21N)T(O + KO + K.K, - V-KK,)" + 4(Nj]r1 + K,)(KK,)I AG.P° were again varied up to ±10%. Evaluation of the variance in
(B K 21N1lT(I + K,)i the values of mi,, .10, 1G•!". and .G2"•• that were determined from

the various initial estimates of these parameters and the error-
(Eq. 10) containing calculated data set suggested that the error in these

Finally, substituting Equation 10 into Equation 6 yields Equation 11. Parameters presented in Table I is less than 6%.

= 21N1r(1 + KO) + K,•K - A(KA )2 + 4[N)I(1 + K,)(KOK,) RESULTS
2[N]r{1 + K,)0 Denaturation of Luciferase-The spectral changes associ-

(Eq. 11) ated with the denaturation of luciferase were studied by

From Equations 6, 7, and 9-11 and the relationship fluorescence and circular dichroism. As shown in Fig. 1, native
luciferase had a fluorescence maximum at about 330 rum that

AG - -RT ln(K,) (Eq. 12) was decreased and red-shifted to approximately 345 nm upon
where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature in K, one may treatment with 6 M urea. At intermediate urea concentrations,
calculate the equilibrium constant and the value of AG at each urea the fluorescence emission spectra were not intermediate be-
onentration. We assumed the free energy change for each step in tween the native spectrum and that in 6 M urea. As shown in
the reaction to be linearly dependent on denaturant concentration as Fig. 1B, the emission intensity increased in 2 m urea when
described previously (Thomson et aL, 1989) (Equations 13 and 14). excitation was at 295 nm, whereas emission increased only

AG, - AG•," - m•[denaturantj (Eq. 13) slightly when excitation was at 280 rnm (Fig. IA). In the range
and of 0-2 m urea, the fluorescence intensity increase was not

accompanied by a large red shift. Above -2 M urea, the
AG - AGM - msdenaturant] (Eq. 14) fluorescence intensity decreased and the spectral maximum

where AG!"" and .IGI" ae the fre eneray changes in the absence of shifted to longer wavelengths. The maximum difference in
denaturant correspondiag to steps K, and K, respectively, and mt fluorescence between the native and denatured protein oc-
and m2 are the cooperaity idicem associated with each step. The curred at about 324 nm, so in subsequent experiments in
amplitude of the spectroecopic signal determined at each urea con- which fluorescence emission was to be monitored, the emis-
centration was assumed to be a linear combination of the fractional wavelengthcontribution from each species (Equation 15). sion w eenhwas 324 am.

The circular dichroism spectrum of native luciferase in theY - YNfN + Yf + YWfe (Eq. 15) far UV is sugestive of a high a-helical content (Cohn et aL,

wher YN, Y,, and Ys are the amplitudes of the signals for the 1985; Johnston et aL, 1986; Ziegler et al., 1993), and the near-
respective species. Note that no distinction was made for the signal UV spectrum is indicative of defined packing of the aromatic
from the a and the 0 subunit. The amplitudes asocated with the side chains (Ziegler et aL, 1993). Upon denaturation, both far-
native and unfolded forms of the protein were assumed to be linearly UV and near-LV signals show a large change due to loss of
dependent on urea concentration such that both secondary structure and tertiary structure (Ziegler et aL,

YN - YN. + mgurea] (Eq. 16) 1993). The fluorescence and CD spectral data indicate that
and luciferase was largely unfolded in the presence of 6 M urea,

50 mm phosphate, pH 7.0. Protein unfolded in 6 M urea was
Ys - Ys" + m~urea] (Eq. 17) shown to be at equilibrium by monitoring fluorescence emis-

where Ym. and Ys. are the amplitudes of the signals in the absence of sion (excitation, 280 am) at 324 nm and CD at 222 nm for 2
urea for the native and unfolded species, respectively, and m3 and m. h (not shown). Circular dichroism and fluorescence measure-
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I A -pared with approximately 20% with excitation at 280 rnr at

. this protein concentration). Fig. 2 also shows the correspond-
0.6 ing equilibrium unfolding curve monitored by coanges in CD

at 222 am. The reduction in secondary structur, appeared to
0.6 be biphasic. The first phase of unfolding, between 0 and 2 M

urea, corresponded to the fluorescence increase shown in Fig.
0.4 2. The fluorescence emission spectrum of the luciferase in 2

M urea suggested that the tryptophanyl residues remained
0. buried (see Fig. 1). These results are consistent with the

existence of stable intermediates in equilibrium with the
native and unfolded forms. The error bars in Fig. 2 show the

0 standard deviation obtained from four denaturation curves at
1.2 25 og/ml luciferase performed on separate days, demonstrat-

B ing that the data were highly reproducible.
Effect of Tween 20 on the Unfolding Transition-In order

to obtain maximum refolding of luciferase under all conditions
0.8 tested, a small amount (0.005%) of Tween 20 was included in

the buffer and urea solutions (see "Experimental Proce-
0.6• dures'). In reconstitution experiments (not shown) in which

* protein denatured in 6 M urea was diluted 1:50 into phosphate
.0.4 buffer and allowed to refold, greater than 85% activity recov-

ery was obtained in the protein concentration range of 5-25
0.2 pg/ml when Tween 20 was included in the phosphate buffer.

In analogous experiments without Tween 20, only 25 e/ml
0 protein gave greater than 85% activity recovery. There was aWavelength (nm) dramatic decrease in activity recovery both below and abovethe protein concentration range of 5-25 Oa/mI, even in the

FIG. 1. Fluorescence emission spectra of bacterial lucifer- presence of Tween 20. At higher protein concentrations, the
ame in different concentrations of urea. A, excitation at 280 nm. reduced yield has been attributed to aggregation, whereas at
B, excitation at 295 rim. Luciforser samples (25 og/il) were incubated lower concentrations, the dimerization process appears to be
for 18 h at urea concentrations as follows: 0 m (C), 2 m (). 3 m ) compromised by the competing first-order folding of the sub-
4 M (A), and 6 M (X). units into dimerization-incompetent structures (Ziegler et aL,

1.6 1993; Baldwin et al, 1993). The protein concentration range
of 5-25 jig/ml, within which the activity recovery is optimal,
was used in the experiments reported here. The effect of

1.2. Tween 20 on the equilibrium unfolding of luciferase was
2 minimal (data not shown). There was a larger effect on

D 0.8 -reversibility at lower protein concentrations than at higher
concentrations as measured by activity recovery, suggesting
that the detergent may act primarily to prevent protein from

C0.4 sticking to the incubation tubes. Because there was little
apparent effect on protein stability and because of enhanced
reversibility at the lower protein concentrations, we used0.1 2-3---- 6 0.005% Tween 20 in the buffer and urea solutions.0 1 2 3 4 5 6

[Urea] (M) Effect of Luciferase Concentration on the Unfolding Tran-
sition-Because bacterial luciferase is a heterodimer, it was

FiG. 2. Noncoincidence of equilibrium unfolding data. Urea of interest to determine the concentration dependence of the
induced unfolding of luciferas (25 ndl) was measured by CD at equilibrium unfolding process. As shown in Fig. 3, A and B,
222 nm (A) and by fluoresence emission at 324 nm with excitation as the luciferase concentration increased, there was both a
at either 280 nm (Q) or 236 nm (0). Cloed symbol represent
renatured protein to show reversibility. Error bars show the standard shift in the position of the midpoint of the second transition
deviation from four unilbing curves. For clarity, error bars are not to higher denaturant concentration and an increase in relative
shown for the other deta ime Solid lines represent curve fits as fluorescence signal between 2 and 3 m urea. Measurement of
described under "Experimental Procedure." relative CD at 222 am (Fig. 3C) showed that the first transi-

tion was independent of protein concentration, whereas the
ments were made about 30 s after introduction of the protein second transition was apparent only at higher protein concen-
into the denaturant; it appeared that the unfolding process trations. Since luciferase is heterodimeric in the absence of
was complete within the time required to manually mix the urea, the insensitivity of the spectroscopic signals to changes
sample and introduce it into the spectropolarimeter. in protein concentration ia the 0-2 m urea region suggests

Equilibrium Unfolding of Luciferase-The unfolding of lu- that the changes in the protein that occur upon equilibration
ciferase at equilibrium was investigated by monitoring circular with urea-containing buffer in this concentration range do
dichroism at 222 nm and intrinsic fluorescence emission at not involve subunit dissociation. In contrast, the spectro-
324 ran. Fig. 2 shows typical unfolding curves for luciferase. scopic signals showed a strong protein concentration depend-
With excitation either at 280 or 295 nm, there was an increase ence at urea concentrations greater than 2 m, suggesting that
in fluorescence between 0 and 2 m urea (see also Fig. 1). the spectroscopic changes reflect, at least in part, subunit
Excitation at 295 nm gave a higher relative signal change dissociation. The results shown in Fig. 3 suggested the 3-state
than did excitation at 280 nm (approximately 50%, as com- mechanism
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1.4 with a total free energy change for subunit unfolding and

1. A dissociation of approximately 24 kcal/znol. Furthermore, the1.2 relatively high m values suggest that the two steps apparent

in these data are strongly cooperative.
Loss of Enzymatic Activity upon Unfolding-In addition to

- 0.8the spectroscopic probes discussed above, we used enzymatic
0 .06 activity to monitor the denaturation of bacterial luciferase.
0.1 ,.Samples were prepared the same way as those used for spec-

S0.4 troscopic measurements, as described under "Experimental
c 0Procedures," at the same protein concentrations. The data

rr 0.2 from these experiments axe summarized in Table II. The
0 midpoint of the denaturation profiles occurred at about 1.6 m

1.5 urea and was independent of the protein concentration. The
B values of IG2 and m, determined by fitting the data to a

two-state (native versus denatured) mechanism, were 4.4 ±
0 - 0.8 kcal/mol and 2.78 ± 0.8 kcal/mol/m, respectively, in

1; reasonable agreement with the same parameters determined
from spectroscopic measurements (Table I).

O.5 DISCUSSION

A detailed understanding of protein folding will require not
Cr |only information about the structures of the unfolded and

Of .native species and the rates of their interconversion, but also
about intermediates on the folding pathway and possible

I parallel pathways. Much of the debate today regarding protein
C : folding centers on the question of the structures of interme-

0.8 diates relative to that of the native protein. Although a great
deal has been learned about protein folding from investiga-

0.6 tions of small globular proteins or peptides, it is unlikely that
a general understanding of protein folding will come exclu-

S0.4 sively from investigations of small model systems. Most pro-.4 teins are composed either of multiple subunits or of multiple

. folding domains that interact in part through the covalent
10.2 continuity of the peptide chain. The interactions between

subunits of a multisubunit protein are exclusively noncovalent
0 1 2 3 4 5 (with the exception of disulfide bonds), but otherwise, for[U real (M) many proteins, interdomain interactions and intersubunit

interactions appear to be similar (Wetlaufer, 1981).
FIG. 3. Dependence of equilibrium unfolding of bacterial Wetlaufer (1981) proposed a simplifying assumption that

luciferase on protein concentration. For panels A and B, unfold- reduces the folding problem for large multidomain proteins
ing was monitored by fluorescence emission at 324 =m with excitation
at either 280 nm (panel A) or 295 am (panel B), at protein concen- to a series of folding problems involving the individual do-
trations of 5 sag/ml (C). 10 pg/mI (A), 15 jg/mI (03), and 25 mig/n mains, many of which are small and globular. This model of
(0). Forpanel C, unfolding was monitored by CD at 222 nm at protein folding suggests that the final step of folding involves inter-
concentrations of 10 Agq/ml (A) and 25 Wg/m (0). Solid lines represent calation of the side chains of the interdomain contact residues.
curve fits as described under "Experimental Procedures." Parameters More recently, Ptitsyn et aL (1990) has suggested that as a
for these fits are given in Table I. protein folds, it passes through a series of intermediates

arriving at a structure resembling in fold the structure of the
native protein, except that the amino acid side chains are not

[a~•[a] a + (Eq. 18) properly intercalated, either between or within individual

The free energy changes and the cooperativity indices as- domains. This proposed structure, known as the molten glob-
sociated with each step were analyzed as described (see "Ex- ule on the basis of the fluidity of its structure and its globular
perimental Procedures") and are summarized in Table I. shape, slowly converts to the native structure as the final
These data showed that AGI"" is relatively constant over the arrangements of the amino acid side chains are achieved. It
protein concentration range tested. The free energy change appears likely that a molten globule-like structure might exist
and cooperativity index associated with the first step in un- as an intermediate on the folding pathway of many proteins
folding were 4.5 ± 0.3 kcal/mol and 2.38 ± 0.21 kcal/mol/M, (Ptitsyn et al., 1990; Kuwajima, 1989); this fact and the
respectively, based on measurements of the circular dichroism similarity of the molten globule to the native structure suggest
and fluorescence emission spectra in 11 experiments. The free that little will be learned about the pathways of folding by its
energy change and cooperativity index associated with the study, Rather, it would appear that detailed investigation of
second step were also relatively constant over the protein transient intermediates that occur during the folding of a
concentration range studied. AGM° and m2, which encompass protein might yield more valuable information about the
the dissociation of the apparent intermediate into the two pathway(s) of folding. To date, the best structural information
subunits, showed an average free energy change and cooper- regarding folding intermediates comes from studies of bovine
ativity index of 19.7 ± 0.2 kcal/mol and 3.99 ± 0.04 kcal/mol/ pancreatic trypsin inhibitor with which intermediates have
M, respectively, from the 11 experiments. The data in Table been trapped as a result of the formation of disulfide bonds
I confirm that bacterial luciferase is a very stable protein, during refolding (Creighton, 1978; Weissman and Kim, 1991).
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TAaaz I

TI'"rmodynamiw mtmeter, okained from equi.ibrusm denaturation of bacteriW •uciferase
71e data wore analysed as described underDaua Analysis." _________________

[IProtein) Siga". sGj, 0  , m,
#gmJ tas/mo( kca/mod AcL/mod/M ka/wuo /u

25 F7. (280 nm) 4.62 19.9 2.40 3.97
25 Fl. (295 nml 4.67 19.8 2.18 4.00
25 CD (222 nm) 3.86 20.1 2.63 4.08
15 Fl. (280 nm) 4.63 19.7 2.20 3.98
15 Fl. (295 nm) 4.64 19.7 2.21 3.99
15 CD (222 rm) 4.07 19.4 2.74 3.94
10 Fl. (280 nm) 4.72 19.7 2.31 3.98
10 Fl. (295 nam) 4.71 19.7 2.20 3.97
10 CD (222 am) 4.33 19.7 2.69 3.96
5 Fl. (280 nm) 4.69 19.7 2.30 4.04
5 Fl. (295 nm) 4.73 19.6 2.32 4.04

Average 4.52 t 0.30 19.7 ± 0.2 2.38 ± 0.21 3.99 ± 0.04
Fl., fluorescence; CD. circular dichroism. The excitation wavelength is shown in parentheses; the emission wavelength for all fluorescence

experiments was 324 nrm.

TABU II TAsLE III
Thermodynamic paremeters obtained from measurements of loss of Effect of Tween 20 on stability of bacterial luciferase

enzymatic activity Sign Tween 20 %GO %G:Hso MI
(Pro]in) IGH%° m ure% h•lmo4 hCai/mol hcai/mol/M *ca/nMl/M

J4mI hcaOlmwl k•lMo1l/ M Fl. (280 rm) + 4.62 19.9 2.40 3.97
25 3.70 ± 0.74 2.35 ± 0.39 1.6 Fl. (280 nm) - 6.26 17.4 2.17 3.44
15 4.10 ± 0.36 2.28 ± 0.24 1.8 Fl. (295 nm) + 4.67 19.8 2.18 4.00
5 5.30 ± 1.15 3.71 ± 0.85 1.4 Fl. (296 nm) - 4.67 19.7 2.19 4.00

Average 4.4 ± 0.8 2.78 ± 0.8 1.6 CD (222 nm) + 3.86 20.1 2.63 4.08
CD (222 nm) - 4.15 20.5 2.53 4.39

Without the stabilizing influence of the covalent disulfide I Fl., fluorescence; CD, circular dichroism. Excitation wavelength
bithonds, ith stexceingy dinfcultutoeinvestigaf the setrsucfeis shown in parentheses; the emission wavelength for each fluores-bonds, it is exceedingly difficult to investigate the structure nce experiment was 324 am.
of a transient intermediate on the folding pathway of a
protein.

Investigation of the kinetics of refolding of bacterial lucif- fluorescence and far-UV circular dichroism appeared to be
erase following dilution from solutions of 5 M urea demon- biphasic. The increase in fluorescence in the 0-2 M urea range
strated the existence of multiple transient intermediates on sugrated the existence of an intermediate that had a higher
the folding pathway. Of particular interest was the finding fluorescence quantum yield than the native heterodimer. The
that the initial heterodimeric structure that formed from fluorescence emission spectrum of this apparent intermediate
interaction between partially folded a and # subunit species was not strongly red-shifted, suggesting that the tryptophanyl

was not active, but on a time sale of many seconds, it was residues remained largely buried (Figs. 1 and 2). At 2 M urea,
conotverte , into te active salerof m ny (Zieglernds L, 1993).the circular dichroism in the peptide region (222 nm) hadconverted into theae a e heterodlmer (Ziegler et a, 993). decreased about 30%, suggesting partial unfolding. Interpre-
Bacterial luciferase is largely unfolded in urea-containing tation of this observation is complicated by the contributions
buffers of 5 M and above (Fig. 1; Ziegler et aL, 1993; Baldwin of aromatic amino acid residues to the CD signal in this region
et aL, 1993). We have established conditions by which the of the spectrum. It is therefore not possible without further
protein may be diluted from the urea to refold into the experimentation to interpret the decrease in CD signal at 222
biologically active form. The reversibility of the unfolding nm in terms of a-helical content of the protein.
process was enhanced slightly by the addition of 0.005% The first transition (0-2 m urea) appeared to be independ-
Tween 20 to the bufta this detergent, chosen from a series ent of protein concentration, suggesting that structural
of nonionic deters gW on the basis of experimental perform- changes were limited to isomerization of heterodimer. Above
ance, had very littl effect on the apparent stability of the 2 M urea, there was a strong concentration dependence, sug-
folded state. A comparison of the thermodynamic parameters gesting that subunit dissociation occurred in this transition
for the unfolding reaction determined in the presence and (Fig. 3). The data were fit to a three-state model in which the
absence of the detergent is presented in Table mI. Although first step involved isomerization of the native heterodimer to
there appeared to be slight changes in the stability of the a nonnative heterodimer and the second step involved disso-
protein in the presence of Tween 20, the primary effect was ciation of the normative heterodimer to yield subunits. In our
to give more reproducible results, especially in the interme- treatment, we assumed the a and 0 subunits to be identical.
diate urea concentration range, -2-3 m. The results of this treatment (Table I) were highly consistent,

The measurements of the rates of formation of active both between spectral methods and with different protein
luciferase following dilution from urea used bovine serum concentrations. By using the average values from the experi-
albumin rather than Tween 20 to enhance recovery (Ziegler mental data for AGuto (4.52 kcal/mol), AG14° (19.7 kcal/mol),
et at, 1993; Baldwin et aL, 1993). To avoid spectral interfer- m, (2.38 kcal/mol/m), and m2 (3.99 kcal/mol/m), we could
ence, the experiments reported here employed Tween 20 calculate the equilibrium distribution of the three species,
rather than bovine serum albumin. It appeared that the effects native enzyme, intermediate, and subunits, at each urea con-
of bovine serun albumin and Tween 20 were similar. centration. Results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 4.

The equilibrium unfolding processes monitored by intrinsic Data were calculated for three different protein concentra-
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tpý - -p 0_• + A and 0 subunits are intertwined, rather than interacting
through a clearly discernible interface between compactly

I folded subunits (Waddle et at, 1987. Sugihara and Baldwin
0.81, 1988; Ziegler et a., 1993; Baldwin et at, 1993).
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ABSTRACT: We have expressed the a and # subunits of bacterial luciferase, encoded by luxA and luxB,
from separate plasmids in Escherichia coli and developed an efficient purification scheme that yields many
milligrams of protein of greater than 90% homogeneity. Earlier experiments showed that subunits synthesized
separately assume conformations that do not assemble into the active luciferase heterodimer without prior
denaturation. This observation led to the proposal that formation of the luciferase heterodimer involved
interactions between intermediate conformations on the folding pathway of one or both of the subunits
[Waddle, J. J., Johnston, T. C., & Baldwin, T. 0. (1987) Biochemistry 26, 4917-49211. Both of the
subunits catalyze reduced flavin- and aldehyde-dependent bioluminescence reactions that are similar to that
of the heterodimer in terms of reduced flavin binding affinity, aldehyde binding and inhibition, and kinetics
of the overall bioluminescence reaction, but at an efficiency of about 5 x 10-6 that of the heterodimer.
Spectrophotometric analyses suggest that the structures of the individual subunits are similar to, but not
identical to, the structures of the subunits in the heterodimer. Mixing of the two subunits under nondenaturing
conditions did not lead to formation of the high specific activity heterodimer, even after prolonged incubation.
Likewise, treatment of a stoichiometric mixture of the individual subunits with 5 M urea followed by 5-fold
dilution of the urea did not yield the active beterodimer under the same conditions that yield high levels
of active enzyme following denaturation of the native heterodimer [Ziegler, M. M., Goldberg, M. E.,
Chaffotte, A. F., & Baldwin, T. 0. (1993) J. Biol. Chem. 268, 10760-10765]. However, refolding of the
a and 0 subunits together from 5 M urea following unfolding with 5 M guanidine HCI resulted in formation
of the high specific activity aft species, suggesting that the native isolated a and/or 0 species is resistant
to unfolding by 5 M urea. The results indicate that formation of the heterodimer in vivo must occur by
interaction of transient subunit species that are distinct from the stable forms of the subunits that we have
purified from cell extracts.

Bacterial luciferase is a heterodimeric (ao) enzyme with Baldwin and Ziegler (1992)] indicates that the single active
a single active center residing primarily if not exclusively on center is associated primarily with the a subunit.
the a subunit [see Ziegler and Baldwin (1981) and Baldwin Waddle et al. (1987) have shown that expression of the
and Ziegler (1992) for reviews of the system]. The a and 0 individual luciferase a and 0 subunits from recombinant
subunits of the enzyme from Vbrio harveyi are 355 amino plasmids in Escherichia coli results in accumulation of large
acid residues (Cohn et al., 1985) and 324 amino acid residues amounts of subunit in cell lysates, demonstrating that the
(Johnston et al., 1986) in length, respectively. The two individual subunits fold in vivo into structures that are stable
subunits are clearly homologous; 80% of the residues in 0 are and soluble within the cell. However, mixing of lysates
either identical to or chemically similar to the corresponding containing large amounts of the individual subunits did not
residue in the a subunit. The shorter length of the 0 subunit yield the highly active aO species. Unfolding of the proteins
results from an apparent deletion ofresidues 258-286 relative with 8 M urea and refolding together by dilution of the urea
to the a subunit (Baldwin & Ziegler, 1992). led to excellent recovery of the active heterodimer. On the

Luciferase catalyzes the bioluminescent reaction of basis of these observations, Waddle et al. (1987) suggested
FMNH2, 02, and an aliphatic aldehyde to yield FMN, the thatinvivothesubunitsmustinteractaspartiallyfoldedspecies
carboxylic acid, and blue-green light with a quantum yield of and that the final steps of folding must occur within the
about 0.1. The stoichiometry of the reaction requires 1 mol heterodimericspecies. They also suggested that the individual
of FMNH 2 (Becvar & Hastings, 1975) and I mol of aldehyde subunits must be able to fold into stable structures that are
(Holzman & Baldwin, 1983) per mole of the heterodimer. beyond and not in equilibrium with the subunit species that
The preponderance of the evidence from mutant enzyme are capable of interaction to form af. These observations
analysis and chemical modification studies [discussed by raised the possibility that formation of the biologically active

heterodimer might constitute a kinetic trap, since the "com-
pletely' folded individual subunits do not recombine uponSThis work was supported by grants from the National Scec mixing, eve with prolonged incubation.

Foundation (DM3 87-16262), the Office of Naval Research (NO0014-
91tJ-4079and N00014-92-J-1900), and the Robert A. Welch Foundation It was thought for many years that the individual subunits
(A865). of luciferase lacked bioluminescence activity. While subunits

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed at the refolded individually from urea-containing buffers following
Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Teas A&M University, chromatographic separation do exhibit low activities, it was
College Station. TX 77843. Email: Baidwin@ BIGRAF.TAMU.EDU.

:Present address: Department of Molecular and Cell Biology. concluded that the activity was the result of failure of the
i-:' -ziate Universit,. I.'iversitv Park. PA 16802. chromatographic systems emploved to completely seoarate
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the two subunits (Friedland & Hastings, 1967a,b; Tu, 1978). (Baldwin et al., 1989). Plasmid pJH2. described previously
Recently, Waddle and Baldwia (1991) reported that both of (Waddle et al., 1987), carries luxA encoding the luciferase
the luciferase subunits catalyze a low-efficiency biolumines- a subunit from V. haroeyi under control of the lc promoter
conce reaction. This observation was not expected. If the in pUC9. Plasmid pJH5 (Waddle et al., 1987) carries luxB
active center is confined to the a subunit, then the observation encoding the luciferase O subunit from V. harveyi under the
of bioluminescence activity from the 0 subunit would be control of the lac promoter in a pUC9 derivative that carries
difficult to understand. In this regard, it is interesting to note a kanamycin resistance marker. The luxA and lu.xB genes
that there is some indication from NMR studies (Vervoort et were derived from the primary clone screened from a gene,'ic
al., 1986) that more than one flavin can bind to luciferase, bank (Baldwin et al., 1984). The media used werr Lb
though the second molecule is bound very weakly, perhaps supplemented with carbenicillin (100 ug/mL) for Lki392/
*Tnonspecifically'. The homology between the subunits sug- pJH2 and with kanamycin sulfate (100 jg/mL) for LE392/
gests a similar three-dimensional structure and the potential pJHS.
for a residual active center on the # subunit. The apparent Waddle and Baldwin (1991) noted that growth of E. coli
deletion of a region of about 28 residues from the 6 subunit cultures at 30 *C or above resulted in production of luciferase
could account for lack of a fully functional active center on subunits in the insoluble fraction of the cell lysates, whereas
the 6 subunit (Baldwin & Ziegler, 1992). at 25 OC the majorityof the subunit was in thesoluble fraction

The initial report of the catalytic activity of both individual for both subunits. Similar results were observed in the current
subunits (Waddle & Baldwin, 1991) wat based on studies of study. Single colonies from overnight growth at 25 "C on LB
individual subunits produced within E. coli cells carrying agar plates were picked and used to inoculate 5 mL of LB
plasmids that encode only a single luciferase subunit, either medium. Cultures were allowed togrow at 25 "C with aeration
a or f. Since the luciferase subunits were produced from a (250 rpm) for approximately 6 h. The 5-mL liquid culture
recombinant plasmid in E. coli, there was no possibility of was used to inoculate 50 ml. of medium and allowed to grow
residual cross-contamination of one subunit with the other, at 25 *C with aeration for 7 h. This culture was used to
as would occur with subunits separated chromatographically inoculate 1.5 L of medium which was then grown at 25 *C
(Friedland & Hastings, 1967a,b; Tu, 1978). The activity for 24 h. Cells were harvested when the ODI at 600 nm
measurements of Waddle and Baldwin (1991) were made reached about 4.2.
with partially purified subunits. Purification Procedures. Cells were harvested by centrif-

The purpose of the experiments presented in this paper was ugation at 6370g for 15 min at 10 *C. The cell pellet was
to develop a highly efficient method to purify the individual resuspended in 72 mL (minimum volume required) of buffer
subunits from the cellular constituents of E. coli, and using consisting of 0.2 M phosphate, 0.5 mM DTI, and 1 mM
the highly purified subunits, to investigate the low biolumi- EDTA, pH 7.0 for the a subunit, or pH 6.2 for the 0 subunit,
nescence activity of the subunits and to begin to develop a and lysed in an SLM/Aminco French pressure cell with 1000
better understanding of the structures of the folded individual psi applied to the drive. The cells and cell lysate were kept
subunits. We have determined the binding affinities o. the on ice throughout the procedure. Cell debris was removed by
subunits for the substrates, FMNH 2 and aldehyde, and the centrifugation at 27200g for 20 min at 4 SC. The cell lysate
kinetics and quantum efficiencies of the reactions catalyzed containing the 0 subunit was treated with am, 'onium sulfate,
by the subunits relative to the heterodimer. The physical and the protein precipitating between 40% and 75% saturation
properties of the separate subunits indicate that they exist as at 4 *C was collected by centrifugation at 27200g for 15 min
well-defined globular structures that are similarto but distinct at 4 OC. The precipitated protein was resuspended in 0.2 M
from the structures of the subunits as they exist in the phosphate and 0.5 mM DTT, pH 6.2, and dialyzed overnight
heterodimer. As was found with partially purified subunits, against the same buffer (three changes of I L each). The
the pure a and 0 subunits do not recombine undet native lysate containing the a subunit was not treated with ammoium
conditions to form the high specific activity a#. Furthermore, sulfate. Unless otherwise stated, all steps in the a subunit
the subunits incubated together in 5 M urea did not associate purification were carried out at pH 7.0, while the $ subunit
to form the highly active heterodimer, indicating that they purification was performed at pH 6.2.
did not unfold in 5 M urea. The same conditions have been DEAESephndexA-50wasequilibratedin0.2 M phosphate
shown to lead to complete (or nearly so) unfolding of the buffer and used to prepare a column with a bed volume of 412
subunitsof the heterodimer (Ziegler et al., 1993). Itappeared mL (5-cm diameter). The dialyzed protein was applied to the
that unfolding of the individual subunits required 5 M column and allowed to equilibrate with the resin for 30 man
guanidine-HCi, after which dilution fomdenaturanthresulted after which it was eluted from the column at a flow rate of
in association of the two abunits to form the high specific O150 mL/h with a linear gradient between 750 mL of 0.2 M
activity heterodimeric luciferase. phosphate and 750 mL of 0.6 M phosphate, both with 0.5 mM

XA PE DTT and I mM EDTA (1500 mL total, pH 7.0 for a and pH

6.2 for 0). Column fractions (20 mQl) were monitored for

Materials. DEAE Sephadex A-50 was purchased from bioluminescence activity, and protein concentration was
Sigma, Ultrogel AcA 54 from IBF Biotechnics, dithiothreitol estimated by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm. Fractions
from Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals, EDTA from were selected for pooling based on bioluminescence activity
Research Organics, n-octanal from Sigma, n-decanal and and the results of polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in the

n-dodecanal from Aldrich, FMN from Calbiochem, and presence of SDS. Pooled fractions were concentrated in an
UltraPure urea from Schwartz-Mann. All inorganic salts Amicon ultrafiltration cell (PM30 membrane) and then
were purchased from Baker or Fisher and were of the highest dialyzed against 0.2 M phosphate, 0.5 mM DTT, and I mM
purity grade available. EDTA (pH 7.0 for a and 6.2 for 0). The samples were applied

Bacterial Growth and Cell Lysis. E. coli strain LE392, an
rk-,mk- strain derived from ED8654 (Maniatis et al., 1982), OD, optical density; BSA, bovineserumalbumin;Drr.dithiothreitoi;
was chosen for its ability to overexpress cloned structural genes CD, circular dichroism; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate.
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to a second DEAE Sephadex A-50 column (same dimensions with that of the heterodimer. Dithionite solutioms were
as the first column) and eluted with the same gradient as the prepared as described by Tu and Hastinp (1975). Enzyme
first column, but with a flow rate of about 45 mL/h. Fractions was mixed with I mL of FMN containing 50 mM phosphate
with the highest specific activity were pool.*d, concentrated, and I mMDTr. Tbellavin was reduced and molecularoxygen
and dialyzed against 0.2 M phosphate buffer. Concentrated removed by addition of 4 gsL of a 30 mg/mL solution of
0 subunit was applied to an Ultrogel AcA 54 column (2.5 cm dithionite in water. The reaction was initiated by injection
x 90 cm) and eluted at about 15 mL/h with 0. 1 M phosphate, of I mL of 0.01% aldehyde containing 50 mM phosphate, pH
0.5 mM DTT, and I mM EDTA, pH 7.0. Fractions of 3 mL 7.0, 1 mM DTT, and dissolved 02. The peak light intensity
were collected, activity and protein concentration were was measured using a Turner luminometer; assays were
measured, and component proteins were analyzed by SDS gel performed in triplicate.
electrophoresis. Fractions containing the highest purity subunit Spectroscopic Properties ofthe a andflSubunis. Circular
were pooled, concentrated, and stored frozen. All chromato- dichroism spectra in the near- and far-UV of the individual
graphic procedures were carried out at 0-4 OC. subunits and of the heterodimer were recorded with a Jobin-

Determination ofMolarExtinction Coefficients. Themolar Yvon CD-6 spectropolarimeter in the laboratory of Prof.
extinction coefficients of the luciferase heterodimer, a subunit, Michel Goldberg of the Pasteur Institute. Protein samples in
and 0 subunit were determined by the method of Edelhoch 25 mM phosphate, I mM EDTA, and 0.1 mM DTT, pH 7.0,
(1967). Highly purified protein samples (A2so - 1.5-2.5) were maintained at 18 "C while spectra were being recorded.
were dialyzed overnight against 50 mM phosphate, pH 7.0, The cuvettes used hada 1-cm path length for the 250-320-nm
at 4 C. Following centrifugation at 15000 rpm for 2 min in region and a 0.02-cm path length for the 185-255-nm region.
an Eppendorf microcentrifuge, absorbance spectra between Far- and near-UV spectra were recorded with a band path of
250 and 450 nm were recorded against a baseline of the buffer 2 nm, a time constant of 5 s, and a step of I nim. The
that had been used in the dialysis. The spectra confirmed concentrations for the far-UV CD spectra were 4.38, 9.60,
that the centrifugation had removed any light scattering and 3.00 iAM for a subunit, 0 subunit, and luciferase,
aggregated materials. respectively. Near-UVCDspectra were recorded with protein

Protein samples were diluted 1:4 into 8 M guanidinium samples of 17.3, 37.8, and 11.3 jM for a subunit, 0 subunit,
chloride in 50 mM phosphate, pH 6.5, to yield samples in 6 and luciferase, respectively. Spectra were first normalized
M guanidinium chloride. The absorbance at 280 nm of each on the basis of molar concentration of polypeptide and
sample was measured. Equivalent native samples were converted to mean residue ellipticity on the basis of the total
prepared by 1:4 dilution of the protein stock into 50 mM numberof aminoacid residues per subunit (355 foraand 324
phosphate, pH 7.0, and the absorbances at 280 nm were for 0). Buffer baselines were recorded under id'-ntical
determined. Protein concentrations in 6 M guanidinium conditions and subtracted from the spectra of the proteins.
chloride were determined from the extinction coefficients Fluorescence emission spectra were determined with an SLM
(Edelhoch, 1967) of N-acetyl-L-tryptophanamide and gly- 8000C spectrofluorometer with excitation at 280 nm. The
cyltyrosinylglycine and the tryptophanyl and tyrosinyl content concentration of all three samples was 1.0 ,M.
of the a and 0 subunits (Cohn et al., 1985; Johnston et al., Subunit Assembly. Theindividualsubunits(15.2 sM)were
1986). Spectral measurements were taken with a Hewlett- incubated in 5 M guanidine-HCI or 5 M urea, both in 50 mM
Packard model 8452A spectrophotometer at 24 °C. phosphate and 0.5 mM DTT, pH 7.0, for 30 min and then

Measurement of Bioluminescence Activity. Biolumines- dialyzed against the same buffer with 5 M urea for 4 h at 18
cence activity was determined by the flavin injection method 'C. The refolding reaction was initiated by 50-fold dilution
(Hastings et al., 1978) in which the enzyme is incubated with to 0.304 IM (-23 1Mg/mL) in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH
the aldehyde substrate in an aerobic buffer solution over a 7.0, at 18 °C and a final urea concentration of 0.1 M. The
photomultiplier tube. The reaction was initiated by the rapid heterodimer was denatured in 5 M urea and renatured under
injection of 1 mL of FMNH2 prepared by catalytic reduction. the same conditions as the individual subunits, using methods
Light emission was detected by a Turner Designs model described by Ziegler et al. (1993) and Baldwin et al. (1993).
TD-20e luminometer with a sensitivity of 3.66 x 1t03 A fourth solution, with both a and 0 subunits, each at 15.2
quanta.s-1.(light unit)-'. Data were recorded by means of a uM in 50 mM phosphate buffer, was diluted to 0.304 ,M in
Macintosh computer and Superscope software (GWI, Cam- phosphate buffer at 18 °C and 0.1 M urea. The heterodimer
bridge, MA). The data were fit using the model developed in 50 mM phosphate buffer was diluted to 0.304 %M in
byAbu-Soudetal. (1992) with the program Kinsim(Barshop phosphate buffer and 0.1 M urea at 18 *C. The appearance
etal., 1983). Differmt chainlength aldehyde substrates were of activity in these solutions at 18 °C was monitored with a
prepared by sonication in water to obtain a 0.01% v/v Turner luminometer over a period of several days.
suspension. Assays were performed at room temperature
(-24 OC) in I mL of 50 mM phosphate, pH 7.0,0.2% BSA
with 10 ,L of the aldehyde suspension. Purification. We have found that very high levels of

Aldehyde Inhibition. Suspensions of ndecanal were pre- luciferase accumulate in E. coil strain LE392 transformed
pared by sonication in water for a 0.01% v/v suspension withapUC9plasmidencodingbothsubunits. For this reason,
(Holzman & Baldwin, 1983). Fresh aldehyde was prepared we chose to use LE392 carrying the luxA or luxB gene for
every hour to avoid potential interference from oxidation. overexpression of the individual subunits. Growth of these
Assayswereperformedinthesamemannerasdescribedabove, strains in LB medium at 20, 30, and 37 °C was monitored.
but without BSA. Peak light intensity for each reaction was The cell density (OD~m) giving the highest accumulation of
measured with a Turner luminometer. Multiple assays were a subunit as determined fromCoomassie bluestainingofSDS
performed at each aldehyde concentration. gels was 2.1 for growth at 20 °C, 1.0 for growth at 30 °C, and

FMNH2 BindingAffinities. The FMNH2 binding affinities 0.8 for growth at 37 °C. Estimates were made of the fraction
of the a and 0 subunits were determined by the dithionite of the a subunit that was produced in soluble form by
assay method of Meighen and Hastings (1971) and compared comparing the intensity of staining of the a subunit band
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FIGuRE 1: Column clution profiles for the a (left panel) and 0 (right panel) subunits. Bioluminescence activity (open symbols) and absorbance
at 280 nm (closed symbols) are plotted against the elution volume for each column. (Left panel A) Furst DEAE-AS0 column; (left panel B)
second DEAE A-50 column; (right panel A) irust DEAE A-50 column; (right panel B) second DEAE-ASO column; (right panel C) Ultrogel
AcA 54 column. Horizontal bars indicate fractions which were pooled from each column. Activity in quanta.s-t1 mg-' was determined with
n-decanal as described under Experimental Procedures.

Table I: Purification of the a and 0 Subunits'

total protein (mg) total act. xlO-' 0 (quanta/s) sp act. X104 (quanta/(s-mg)] % yield'

purification step a 0 a 0 a 0 a

crude lysate 12060 18443 97.4 7.1 0.8 0.04 100 100
fust A-50 162 360 73.6 5O 45.4 1.6 75 81
second A-50 108 262 190.0 6.) 176.0 2.6 194 97
Ultrogel AcA 54- 50 6.0 10.8 84

-Cultures of E. coli LE392 carrying plasmids pJH2 (a subunit) or pJH5 (0 subunit), grown as described under Experimental Procedurm were
the source of the crude lysates from which the subunits were purified. ' The percent yield was calculated in each case relative to the total activity of
the crude lysate. I The purification of the a subunit was complete after two DEAE A-50 columns, while an additional Ultrogel AcA 54 column was
required for the final purification of the 0 subunit.

before and after centrifugation. At least 75% of the a subunit additional 0.6 M phosphate buffer was added after the gradient
was insoluble in cells grown at 37 or 30 *C, while 75-90% of to complete elution of the subunit. Chromatography of each
the subunit was soluble in cells grown at 20 *C. Theosubunit subunit on a second DEAE Sephadex A-50 column yielded
behaved in a similar fashion, indicating that cell growth at 20 a subunit that was greater than 95% pure, as shown by SDS-
"C allowed the greatest accumulation of both subunits in PAGE gels, while the 0 subunit preparation retained one major
soluble form into stationary phase. Under these conditions and several minor contaminating bands. Chromatography of
more than 90% of both subunits remained soluble after the 0 subunit preparation on an Ultrogel AcA 54 column
centrifugation at 27200g for 30 men at 5 °C. A growth yielded 0 subunit that was greater than 95% pure. Theelution
temperature of 25 "C was chosen for routine work since the profiles of the various chromatographic steps are presented
growth rate was much faster than at 20 *C, and production in Figure 1, and a summary of the purification is given in
of soluble protein was at an acceptable level. Table I. The luciferase heterodimer was purified as described

After 24 h of growth at 25 *C, cells from 6 L of culture by Gunsalus-Miguel et al. (1972) and modified by Baldwin
were harvested, lysed, and treated with ammonium sulfate as et al. (1989).
described under Experimental Procedures. The dialyzed DeterminationofExtinctionCoeffidents. Usingthe known
sample was applied to a DEAE Sephadex A-50 column and amino acid composition of the a and 6 subunits (Cohn et al.,
eluted as described. Both subunits eluted from the columns 1985; Johnston et al., 1986), the extinction coefficients were
as single peaks at the end of the gradients, after the majority determined for the individual subunits and for the heterodimer
of the contaminating protein. In the case of the a subunit, using the method of Edelhoch (1967). The values determined
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FIGURE 2: Effect of n-decanal concentration on bioluminescence
activity. Peak light intensity was determined by the flavin injectionassay in the presence of the indicated concentration of n-decanal. 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35These values were then normalized to the same scale and plotted. 7 (SC)
The relative activities are shown for the luciferase heterodimer(circles), a subunit (squares), and #subunit (triangles). The protein FIGURE 3: Time course of the bioluminescence reaction catalyzedconcentrations used in these assays were 0.817 nM for luciferase, by the heterodimer (circles), a subunit (triangles), and $ subunit0.394 suM for the a subunit, and 0.768 gM for the 0 subunit. The (squares). (Panel A) Light production using n-decanal as substrate.solid line is a smoothed curve drawn through the data points. (Panel B) Light production using n-octanal as substrate. (Panel C)

Light production using n-dodecanal as substrate. The solid lines
were 1.13 (mg/mL)-'.cm-', 1.41 (mg/mL)-'.cm-' and 0.71 represent simulated time courses based on the kinetic mechanism ofthe heterodimer proposed by Abu-Soud et aL (1992). The protein(mg/mL)-'-cm-1 for luciferase, a subunit, and P subunit, concentrations were the same as for the experiment depicted in Figure
respectively. Thesecorrespond to molar extinction coefficients 2. The first-order decay rates used in the simulation are presented
of 8.69 x 104M-1 cm-', 5.64 X 104 M-1 cm-1, and 2.59 X 104 in Table II.
M-1 cm-', respectively. Previously determined values for the
extinction coefficient of luciferase are 0.94 (mg/mL)-'.cm-' Table II: Bioluminescence Decay Rate Constants and Km for
(Guasalus-Miguel et al., 1972) and 1.2 (mg/mL)--cm-' [see Reduced Flavin
Tu et al. (1977)]. decay rate constants

Comparison of the Bioluminescence Activity of individual •ea. a-decanal ,-dodecanal KJ.IFMNH 2]
Subunits with that of Luciferase. Bacterial luciferase from (W') (s-') (W-) (OM)
V. harceyi is inhibited by high concentrations of the aldehyde hetedimer 0.050 0.30 0.040 0.4
substrate (Holzman & Baldwin, 1983). A recent detailed a subunit 0.050 0.30 0.040 0.18
investigation of the kinetic mechanism of the enzyme suggests 0 subunit 0.033 0.21 0.028 0.60
that the inhibition is due to formation of a dead-end enzyme-
aldehyde complex; the decrease in activity appears to result
from failure of this complex to bind FMNH 2, with FMNH2
being removed from the reaction by the competing nonen. 1
zymatic reaction with 02 (Abu-Soud et al., 1992, 1993). The
bioluminesence activity of the a and 0 subunits was likewise W 0.8
inhibited by high concentrations of aldehyde (Figure 2). The o
highest bioluminescence activity occurred at 10iM n-decanal v 0.6
for the heterodimer and at 20 1&M n-decanal for both the a . 4

and 0 subunits. 0
Upon injection of FMNH 2 into a solution of enzyme, 0.2

aldehyde, and 02, there is a rapid rise in light intensity to a
peak which is proportional to the amount of enzyme under 0conditions of saturating substrates. In this assay format, l0 0" 10-6 Q (M 10,4
FMNH 2 that does not bind to the enzyme is rapidly removed F9avin Concentraion I(M)
by nonenzymatic reaction with 02 such that turnover is not FIGURE 4: Interaction of luciferase and the a and 0 subunits with
possible(Hastingss&Gibson, 1963). The peak light intensity FMNH2. Bioluminescence activity is plotted versus FMNH 2is followed by an exponential decay, thought to represent the concentration for the heterodimer (circles), the a subunit (triangles),
decay of an enzyme-bound flavin 4a bydroperoxide-aldehyde and the 0 subunit (squares). The solid lines are the best fits of the

data to the Michaelis-Menten equation. The protein concentrationscomplex to yield the excited state [see Baldwin and Ziegler were the same as for the experiment depicted in Figure 2.2 The(1992) for a discussion of the reaction). The a subunit values of K, determined from these data are presented in Table I1.
exhibited a first-order decay of light intensity that superim-
posed upon that of the heterodimer, while the 0 subunit following injection is proportional to the concentration of
displayed a slower decay rate than the heterodimer for all enzyme-bound flavin at the timeofinjection ofO2 and aldehyde
three aldehyde chain lengths tested (see Figure 3). The first- (Meighen&H stins1971). Thedatafromasuch experiments
order rate constants are presented in Table II. are presented in Figure 4. The values of K. for the complexThe binding of FMNH2 to the individual subunits was of FMNH2 with the heterodimer and with the individual
monitored by an activity assay. Protein was incubated with subunits were determined from a nonlinear least-squares fit
various concentrations of FMNH2 under anaerobic conditions of a hyperbolic plot of light intensity versus FMNHz
(sodium dithionite), and the bioluminescence reaction was concentration using the Michaelis-Menten equation. These
initiated by rapid injection of aldehyde and dissolved 02. In parameters, 0.44, 0.18, and 0.60 suM for the limer and a and
this assay, it is assumed that the initial maximum light intensity # subunits, respectively, are summarized in Table II.
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310' .following dilution of subunits from various solutions of denaturant

at 18 *C. In the first experiment, equimolar Amounts of a and 6
210' 50 subunit were mixed in 5 M urea and diluted 50-fold to 0.1 M urea.

and the activity was monitored as a function of time (closed squares).
S10'In the second experiment, luciferase was added to 5 M urea at the

same concentration as the subunits in the first experiment and diluted
o ~ oi------ -- ----- - -------- 0 SO-fold, and the luciferase activity was monitored (closed circles).

In the third experiment, a and 0 subunits were treated with 5 M
-i'guanidine HCI, dialyzed into 5 M urea, and diluted 50-fold, and

luciferase activity was monitored (open circles). Two control
4150 experiments were also performed. In the first, luciferase incubated
"O in 0.1 M urea was used to indicate the stability of the folded protein

160 200 220 240 280 230 300 320 under these conditions, and the activity from this experiment was the
basis for the percent recovery for the other four experiments. The
second control showed the activity of the mixed a and 1 subunits in

1.2 -.. . . -- -- - - the presence of 0.1 M urea (open squares).
C

S".had a greater amplitude than that of the heterodimer, while
U the spectrum of the 0 subunit was very weak, due in part to

the low content of tryptophan in the~subunit and an apparent
quenching of the fluorescence in the folded state (Clark et al.,
1993).

Assembly of the a and 0 Subunits to Form Luciferase.
Waddle et aL (1987) showed that individual a and 0 subunits

0.2 produced in E. colt would not combine to form the active
i "-heterodimer unless first unfolded with 8 M urea. Baldwin et

0 0 al. (1993) have suggested that this behavior is due to folding
W W (n0 0 io eo M o 0 of the 6 subunit into an alternative conformation that does

not interact with refolding a subunit. To better understand
FIGURE 5: Circular dichroism and fluorescence emission spectra of these observations, we have repeated the refolding experiments
luciferase, a subunit, and 1 subunit. (Panel A) Comparison of the described by Ziegler et al. (1993) except that we used the
circular dichroism spectra of equimolar concentrations of a subunit individual a and 0 subunits for refolding rather than the
(-) and 1 subunit (- -- ). (Panel B) Comparison of the sum of the
spectra in panel A (---) to the circular dichroism spectrum of heterodimer. Figure 6 shows that no bioluminescence activity
luciferase (-). (Panel C) Comparison of the fluorescence emission was observed from mixtures of native a and # subunits or
spectra (excitation at 280 mn) of equimolar concentrations of from mixtures of subunits that had been incubated in 5 M
luciferase (-), a subunit (-- -). and 1 subuit ( --- ). Spectra were urea prior to dilution into the refolding buffer. Since Waddle
recorded as described under Experimental Procedures. et al. (1987) had obtained complementation with impure

Spectral Properiea of the a and 0 subunits. Figure 5a subunits unfolded in 8 M urea, we wished to employ stronger
showstheciculd ums rafortheidividualsubunits, conditions than 5 M urea. Subunits first treated with 5 M
and Figure 5b shows a comparison of the sum of the spectra guanidine-HCI were dialyzed into 5 M urea and then refolded
in Figure Sa with the spectrum of the native heterodimer. The in phosphate buffer under the same conditions as the first two
sum of the spectra for the subunits was similar to, but not experiments. For comparison under these conditions het-
equal to, the spectrum of the dimer in the far-UV, indicating erodimer that had been unfolded in 5 M urea was refolded
either that there was some secondary structure content that in phosphate buffer, and, as a control, heterodimer that had
was unique to the heterodimer or that some aromatic never been unfolded was incubated under the same conditions
residue(s), which also contribute(s) to the far-UV CD as the refolding samples. The mixture of native subunits and
spectrum, wasina different environment in the freesubunit(s) the subunits that had been treated with 5 M urea showed
than in the heterodimer. Differences between the sum of the
near-UV CD spectra of the individual subunits and the Because the concentrations of the individual subunits in this
spectrum of the native heterodimer suggest that several of the experiment were "-Kj, we also plotted the data correcting for the

d different concentration of enzyme-bound flavin. The Kd values obtained by thisaromatic residues of the individual subunits reside in drigorous treatment of the data were within 20% of the values in Table
environments from that which exists in the heterodimer. The II. indicating that subpopulations of the individual subunits bind the
fluorescence emission spectrum (Figure 5c) of the a subunit substrate FMNH2 (see Discussion).
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essentially no increase in activity over the time tested, while Whetherthission is utilzdin thehetaedmera questao"
the subunits that had been unfolded in guanidine-HCJ and that is open to debate (Baldwin & Ziegler, 1992). It is
subsequently transferred to 5 M urea and allowed to refold interesting to note that Vervoort et al. (1986), using NMR
together showed essentially the same rate of refolding and methods, have found two flavin binding sites per at, one of
yield of aO as the heterodimer unfolded in 5 M urea and high affinity which appears to be the active site and one of
allowed to refold at the same concentration. lower affinity. It should be noted that we cannot, from the

experiments presented here, distinguish between a low specific
DISCUSSION activity from all molecules of subunit or a higher specific

e factivity from a smaller fractioe of the total molecules. That
The luciferase from V. harteyi is a remarkably soluble is, the possibility definitely remains that the activity from theSenzyme; the procedures that we have developed for overex- individual subunits results from asmall subpopulationnof each

pression of the enzyme in E. cola yield cells in which luciferase subunit.

comprises ove 50% of the soluble protein (Baldwin et al.,

1989), so each subunit of luciferase comprises over 25% of the As an initial step in characterization of the structures of the

solubleprotein. Thesamemethodsthatresultin accumulation individual subunits and the structures of the subunits in

ofhigh levels of luciferase also yield high levels of the individual combination as they form luciferase, the intrinsic fluorescence

subunits, but there are several notable differences. First, the and the circular dichroism of the individual subunits were

individual subunits appear to be less soluble than the compared with the spectra of the heterodimer. If the

heterodimer, especially when cells are grown at higher environment of the eight tryptophanyl residues [6 in a (Cohn

temperatures. Second, while the accumulation of the indi- etal., 1985)and2in (Johnstonetal., 1986)] and the tyrosinyl

vidual subunits appears to be similar to the level of accu- residues were the same in the subunits as in the heterodimer,

mulation ofluciferase, the yield ofsubunit from the purification the arithmetic sum of the spectra of the subunits would be

scheme is significantly less than from the purification of expected to yield the spectrum of the beterodimer. However,

luciferase (Table I; Baldwin et al., 1986, 1989; Hastings et this is clearly not the case: the fluorescence emission intensity

al., 1978). Purification of the luciferase subunits was of the a subunit is substantially greater than that of the

facilitated both by the overexpression and by the fact that the heterodimer (Figure 5c). The urea-induced unfolding of

subunits appear to be more acidic than the majority of the luciferase monitored by intrinsic fluorescence under equilib-
proteins in lysates of E. coil (Waddle at al., 1987). The nuum conditions has demonstrated the existence of a het-

purification that we have employed relied upon monitoring erodimeric intermediate that is well-populated at equilibrium
the activityofthesubunits. We cannot rule out the possibility (Clark et al., 1993). This nonnative heterodimenic species
that the subunits fold into multiple stable conformations that has a higher fluorescence than the native heterodimer,
are not in rapid equilibrium and that not all of these suggesting that the fluorescence of the tryptophanyl residues
conformationsareactive. Ifthiswerethecaseourpurification in the native structure is partially quenched. In fact, the

protocol might reMsolve active from inactiveconformers, thereby fluorescence per tryptophanyl residue in the native heterodimer
resulting in a lower than expected yield of protein. In this is only about 30% of the fluorescence of BSA at equivalent
regard, it is interesting that the specific activity of the purified concentrations of tryptophanyl residues (Waddle, 1990). The
0 subunit varies from one preparation to the next by up to wavelength of maximum emission is the same for the

4-fold, while the specific activity of the a subunit preparations intermediate as for the native heterodimer, indicating that
appears to be relatively constant (data not shown). Further- the tryptophanyl residues in the intermediate have not
more, the total bioluminescence activity of a subunit prep. contacted water but are still buried in the hydrophobic regions
arations increased significantly during the purification (note of the protein (Clark at al., 1993). Likewise, the spectral
the 194% yield of a subunit activity in Table I), suggestive properties of the free a subunit suggest that the tryptophanyl
of removal of an inhibitor or conversion from an inactive to residues are buried and that interaction with the 0 subunit to

an active conformation. At this time, we have no explanation form the aO structure must result in substantial quenching of

for the variability of the specific activity of purified 0 subunit. the intrinsic fluorescence, suggesting that the structure of the

SExpressing the individual luciferase subunits in different freeasubunit more closely approximates that of the a subunit

cultures permitted purification of each subunit without contact in the intermediate heterodimer than that of the a subunit in

with the other, thereby eliminating the possibility of trace the native heterodimer. The # subunit has only two tryp-

contamination of one subunit with the other. By resolving tophanyl residues, compared with 6 for the a subunit, but its

the a and 0 subunits genetically, it has been possible to study fluorescence intensity is about 8-fold below that ofthe a subunit

each subunit in the absmce of the other and to demonstrate (Waddle, 1990).

that both subunits express flavin- and aldehyde-dependent The sum of the near-UV circular dichroism spectra of the
bioluminescence activity. Both subunits were inhibited by a and 0 subunits is very close to the spectrum of the
high concentrations ofaidehyde, as was the heterodimer. Like heterodimer. The differences are, however, significant and
the heterodimer, both subunits had a K, for the protein- consistent with the observed enhanced fluorescence of the a
FMNH 2 complex of about 0.5 #iM. For all aldehyde chain subunit relative to that of the heterodimer. Such experiments
lengths tested, the decay of bioluminescence emission from require a precise determination of protein concentration;
the a subunit was the same as for the heterodimer, whereas confidence in the sum of spectra is limited by the confidence
the decay of light for the 0 subunit was slightly slower. These in the concentrations ofthe three samples, a subunit, subunit,
experiments suggest that the active sites formed by the separate and luciferase. In this case, however, there is not only a slight
subunits are similar to that of the heterodimer. While the difference in the amplitude, which might be due to errors in
active site of the heterodimer has been shown toreside primarily concentration determination, but there are also shifts in peak
on the a subunit (Cline & Hastings, 1972; Meighen et al., wavelength in the region of the spectrum where tryptophanyl
1971ab; Baldwin & Ziegler, 1992), the observation of residues absorb (Figure 5b). In the far-UV, likewise, the
authentic catalytic activity from the isolated P subunit spectra sum to yield a spectrum that is nearly the same as that
demonstrates that the 0 subunit must also have a similar site. of the heterodimer, but not identical. These results suggest
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that the structures of the two subunits as they fold indepen- (Sugihara & Baldwin, 1988). The alternative subunit struc-

dently are very nearly the same as the structures of the subunits tures are similar but not identical to the subunits in luciferase.
in the luciferase. The fluorescence and near-UV spectral and, most interestingly, they are much more resistant to
probes sample the regions of the protein in the vicinity of the unfolding in urea than is the native luciferase. Kinetic control
aromatic residues, while the far-UV samples both the aromatic of protein folding processes has been suggested for other
residue environments and the secondary structure assumed systems as well (Baker et al.. 1992; Carreli et al., 1991;
by the peptide backbone. Mottonen et al., 1992), and Goldberg (1985) has pointed out

Investigation of the effect of protein concentration on the that kinetic control might be expected when kinetic inter-

rateof recoveryof theactive heterodimericluciferase following mediates are detected.
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KINETIC MECHANISM OF THE BACTERIAL LUCIFERASE REACTION

W. A. Francisco, H. M. Abu-Soud, A. C. Clark, F. M. Raushel and T. 0. Baldwin

Center for Macromolecular Design and Departments of Chemistry and of Biochemistry and
Biophysics, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843-2128

INTRODUCHON

We have undertaken a detailed, multidimensional investigation of the kinetic mechanism of
the bacterial luciferase-catalyzed reaction (1-3). Luciferase is a heterodimeric enzyme with a
single active center on the a subunit. While the individual subunits exhibit low but authentic
bioluminescence activity (4, 5), the active form of the enzyme is the heterodimer. The 0
subunit is required for the high quantum yield reaction, but its precise function is unknown (6).

Light emission from the enzyme involves reaction of FMNH2 , an aliphatic aldehyde and 02
on the surface of the enzyme to yield an excited state flavin and the carboxylic acid (6). One
atom of the oxygen is found in the product carboxylate (7). It is assumed that the other atom
from molecular oxygen is converted to water. FMN is the flavin product that is released
following bioluminescence (8). It is known that the reaction proceeds through the intermediacy
of the C4a-peroxydihydroflavin (9, 10) which can be distinguished from FMNH 2 by the
characteristic absorbance at 380 nm (10). The formation of FMN can be monitored by
absorbance at 445 nm. Bioluminescence resulting from formation of the excited flavin species
can likewise be monitored. The lifetimes of singlet excited states are typically in the
nanosecond range so that the intensity of light emission at any time is proportional to the rate of
formation of the excited state. It has been proposed that the emitter in the bioluminescence
reaction is the C4a-hydroxyflavin (11); the FMN product is produced by dehydration of the
C4-hydroxyflavin.

Several chemical mechanisms for the reaction of FMNH2, 02 and aldehyde have been
proposed (6, 12). We favor a mechanism by which the proposed tetrahedral intermediate
formed by reaction of the C4a-peroxyflavin with the aldehyde collapses to form the dioxirane
and the C4a-hydroxyflavin (13; Fig. 1). The primary excited state suggested by this
mechanism would be formed on the carboxylic acid product by collapse of the dioxirane. The
C4a-hydroxyflavin would become excited by energy transfer from the primary excited state. In
the presence of lumazine protein (14) or yellow fluorescence protein (15), the secondary
emitter would likewise be excited by energy transfer.

The experiments reported here comprise a detailed investigation of the kinetic mechanism of
the luciferase catalyzed reaction (1-3). All measurements were made under conditions of 25*,
50 mM Bis-Tris HCI, pH 7.0. The enzyme concentration was maintained at 75 pM for most



Tetrahedral
C4-peroxydihydroflavin Intrmediate Pseudobase

R RR

Dioxirane
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the reaction of the flavin C4a peroxide with the
aldehyde substrate to yield the proposed dioxirane intermediate and the C4a
hydroxyflavin from a tetrahedral intermediate (E-FMNHOOR in Scheme I) (13).

experiments, and the FMNH 2, aldehyde and 02 concentrations were varied. The highest flavin
concentration used was 15 LM. Experimental data were collected with a stopped flow
spectrophotometer. Rate constants were determined either by fitting of the data to a specific
equation or by simulation using KINSIM (16). The enzyme used in these experiments was
purified from Escherichia coil carrying the IuhAB genes from Vibrio harveyi on a pUC-derived
plasmid. From this recombinant plasmid, we have been able to isolate about 1 gram of
luciferase per liter of culture (17). The high level overproduction of luciferase was essential to
the completion of this project, since the complete analysis required over 75 grams of enzyme.
In some experiments, mutant forms of luciferase having mutations at position 106 of the a
subunit were used. These mutant luciferases, aC106A, aC106S and aC106V, have been
described previously (17-19).

k3O32  k, 3
EX EkfMNH2 k-s fMkNHOOH Xk-• . FMN412 2+X

kX ~ K2X k0 K3X k

k I FMNH k3 sR1IO k16 Ikj

Ej=L E-FMNH 2  EfNH2  - E'fMNHOOH - FMN+H20

k,,RO44ýk k2SRCO k2 k7RO40 1 ka

EACHO E'.FMNH2.RCHO..Ej E'-FMNHOOHRCHO

k13  _____

FMN -*- V fMNHOH A- " E'MNHOO

FMNH 2 - •k2 Y 1 E"FMNHOHRCIO
Scheme I representing the bacterial luciferase-catalyzed reaction.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three spectroscopic signals were utilized to
determine the kinetic mechanism of the bacterial Table I: Rate Constants and
luciferase reaction. Absorbance measurements at 380 Equilibrium Constants for the
nm allowed determination of the formation of E- Model in Scheme Ia
FMNHOOH (10). Emission of visible light allowed ki 1.7 x 107 M-1 s-I
measurment of processes occurring following addition k2  1200 s-0
of the aldehyde substrate, and absorbance k3 200s"
measurements at 445 nm allowed detection of FMN k4 140s
formation from decay of E-FMNHOOH or from k5 2.4 x 106 M-1 s-1
dehydration of the pseudobase, E-FMNHOH (8, 10). k7b 1.9 x 107 M-1 s-1
The time courses for the various transformations were kb 1200
determined as a function of the concentration of k9b 1.6 s-0
FMNH2, 02, aldehyde and enzyme. The minimal k10b 1.2 0
model that satisfies the complete data set is presented in k1lb 1.10
Scheme L The rate constants presented in Table I were k13 0.60
progressively determined by fitting of the data to rate kl5 b 3.0 x 103 M-1 s-I
equations and by simulation of more complex reactions ki 6b 0.06 s-i
(1-3). k17  0.10 s0

The reaction of FMNH2 with 02 to yield FMN and k19b 9.1 x 105 M-1 s-i
H202 in the absence of enzyme was monitored at 380 k0b 5.8 0-I
nm and at 445 nm. The data were fit to the sum of two k2l 4.70-I
consecutive first-order reactions (A--B--C) where the k23 11.5 s-I
two rate constants are 4.7 s-1 and 11.5 s-1; the order of k25b 1.2 x 106 M-1 s-I
the two rate constants, k21 and k23, is arbitrary. k26b 370-1

k27b 5.1 x 104 M-1 r 1

Formation and Decay of the Peroxydihydroflavin k33c 7.7 x 104 M- 1 s"1
Intermediate k3f 0.004 s'0

The second-order rate constant (k5 ) for the K1 d 3.9 x 103 M-1
formation of E-FMNHOOH was determined by mixing K2d 6.1 x 103 M-1
E-FMNH2 with varying concentrations of 02. The KOd 3.5 x 104 M-1
change in aboctbmce at 380 nm could be fit to a single 8Detaemin at pH 7A 250C.
exponential. The resulting pseudo-first-order rate bDeenind with ndecaw.
constants were linearly dependent on the 02 eDetennd with ,-decano.
concentration and the plot passed through the origin, lEquiUbrium costts detmie wuih
indicating that the reaction is irreversible and that 02 -
apparently does not bind to the enzyme prior to
reaction. The slope of the linear plot gave the second-
order rate constant of 2.4.106 M'Is"1.

The rate constants for formation of E-FMNH2 were extracted by simulation from data
obtained by mixing of either enzyme and FMNH2 with 02 or enzyme and 02 with FMNH2.
The second order rate constant %ks) for reaction of E-FMNH2 with 02 was known from the
previous experiments, so it was not allowed to vary in the simulations. When increasing



concentrations of air-equilibrated enzyme were mixed with FMNH 2, the rate constant for
formation of E-FMNHOOH reached a limiting value of about 85 s-1, significantly below that
observed when E-FMNH2 was mixed directly with 02. These results demonstrate that the
initial complex of E-FMNH2 does not react directly with 02 until after a unimolecular reaction
occurs yielding E'-FMNH2. The rate constants ki, k2, k3, and k4 presented in Table I allowed
the best simulation of the experimental data with the value of k5 fixed at 2.4.106 M-Is- 1.

The decay of E-FMNHOOH to yield FMN was monitored by absorbance at 445 nm. The
time course following mixing of luciferase (75 1M) and FMNH2 (15 pM) with 02 (120 pM)
fit a single exponential with a rate constant of 0.10 s-1 (k17 in Scheme I). The formation of E-
FMNHOOH is complete within 10 ms under most experimental conditions. By comparison,
the decay to yield FMN occurs on a time scale of many seconds.

Binding of Aldehyde to the Various Enzyme Species

In the presence of n-decanal, light
emission is observed (Fig. 2). In the
range up to about 500 pM n-decanal, 2

increased aldehyde results in increased 1., - 0 ,
light emission when aldehyde and 02 are . ,
mixed with E-FMNH 2 . When the 12
reagents are mixed, light emission rises ,
rapidly to a peak and then decays 0.6

exponentially over a period of several 0.4
seconds. The decay rate is strongly
dependent on the chainlength of the o

0 1 2 3 4 Saldehyde and the source of the enzyme 0n (1e od)
(6, 12). Figure 2. Effect of concentration of n-decanal on

When the reactions described above the peak light emission from reactions initiated by
were carried out in the presence of n. mixing E-FMNH2 with aldehyde and 02. The
decanal, numerous alterations were concentrations were 30 gtM (0), 40 p.M (0), 100

observed in the reaction time courses. pM (0) and 500 pM (M).

When enzyme, FMNH2 and aldehyde were mixed with 02, the formation of E-FMNHOOH
appeared biphasic at intermediate aldehyde concentrations, and could be fit to the sum of two
exponentials; at very low concentrations of aldehyde, the time course approached that observed
in the absence of aldehyde, while at very high aldehyde concentration, the rate of formation of
E-FMNHOOH was again monophasic, but much slower (Fig. 3A). This observation
suggested the existence of a ternary complex E'-FMNH2-RCHO that reacts more slowly with
02 than the binary complex E'-FMNH2 . The equilibrium constant for the formation of the
ternary complex from E'-FMNH2 and the associated rate constants were determined by
analysis of the formation of the 380 nm chromophore as a function of n-decanal concentration.
The same experiment done at constant enzyme (75 pM), FMNH2 (15 gM and n-decanal (500
pM) with 02 varying from 120 pM to 600 pM allowed determination of the second-order rate
constant for reaction of the ternary complex with 02. This reaction (k27) appeared to be about
100-fold slower than the reaction of 02 with the binary complex.
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Figure 3. Effect of concentration of n-decanal on the time course of formation of the 380 nm
chromophore. Panel A shows the % absorbance change versus time for reactions in which
enzyme, FMNH2 and various concentrations of aldehyde were mixed with 02-containing buffer.
The solid line represent the reaction with no aldehyde, the long dashed line is for 109 IM n-
decanal, the intermediate dashed line is for I00 pIM n-decanal, and the short dashed line is for
400 pM n-decanal. Panel B shows the effect of n-decanal concentration on the relative
amplitudes of the fast phase (open symbols) and the slow phase (filled symbols) of the reactions
depicted in Panel B.

Measurement of bioluminescence following mixing of enzyme, FMNH2, 02 and aldehyde
allowed investigation of the processes from aldehyde binding through the formation of E-
FMNHOH (k7 through kl1 ). In addition, these measurements demonstrated the binding of
aldehyde to the free enzyme (ki9 and k20) and confirmed the binding of aldehyde to E'-
FMNH2 to form the ternary complex E'-FMNH2-RCHO. When E'-FMNH2 was mixed with
air-equilibrated aldehyde, light emission increased to a maximum about I s after mixing and
decayed exponentially over the next 10 s. The peak intensity increased as the aldehyde
concentration was increased up to about 100 ILM, remaining constant thereafter. However,
when enzyme, aldehyde and 02 were mixed with FMNH2, the peak light intensity decreased at
aldehyde concentrations above about 100 WM. This phenomenon has been described as
aldehyde inhibition (20), and is strongly dependent upon the chainlength of the aldehyde.
Inhibition is virtually absent with n-heptanal and becomes progressively more pronounced as
the aldehyde chainlength is increased. This behavior appears to be due to binding of aldehyde
to the enzyme to form a binary E-RCHO complex that does not bind FMNH2 (Fig. 4). The
inhibition reflects the reaction of FMNH2 with 02 in solution, a competing process that
consumes FMNH2 that would otherwise react on the surface of the enzyme. The order of
addition is therefore crucial to the process of inhibition. If E'-FMNH2 is mixed with air
equilibrated aldehyde, aldehyde inhibition is not observed, since 02 reacts quickly with the
flavin on the surface of the enzyme.

The formation of the product FMN following dehydration of the pseudobase, E'-
FMNHOH, was detected by measurement of absorbance at 445 rnm. Fixed concentrations of
enzyme (75 pM) and FMNH 2 (15 pM) were mixed with various concentrations of air
equilibrated n-decanal. At low concentrations of aldehyde, the formation of FMN was
essentially complete after about 15 s, while in the presence of 500 pLM n-decanal, the reaction
became distinctly biphasic, with a fast phase with the same rate as that observed in low
aldehyde concentrations, and a slow phase that continued to change after 50 s. These obser-



vations suggest that aldehyde binds to E'-FMNHOH and prevents dehydration of the
pseudobase (kii and k16).

100 •100 0i,12

I: t
100

20 20

0 1000 300 400 0 100 200 300 400
Conmntrua (pM ConsntmratlonM

Figure 4. Effect of order of addition and aldehyde chainlength on aldehyde substrate
inhibition. In Panel A, reactions were initiated by mixing enzyme, aldehyde and 02 with
FMNH2. In Panel B, reactions were initiated by mixing enzyme and FMNH2 with aldehyde
and 02. Filled circles represent the relative peak light emission with n-heptanal as substrate
and open circles represent relative peak light intensity with n-undecanal as substrate. The
symbols represent the experimental data and the lines were calculated based on the rate
constants given in Table L

Mode of Binding of Aliphatic Inhibitors

Luciferase is known to be inhibited by a variety of aliphatic compounds (21-23), including
n-alkyl alcohols, carboxylic acids, amines and trifluoromethylketones. We have determined
the effects of these compounds on the rate of formation of E-FMNHOOH (absorbance at 380
nm following mixing of E-FMNH2 ± inhibitor with 02) and on the rate of formation of FMN
from E-FMNHOOH (absorbance at 445 nm following mixing of E-FMNH2 ± inhibitor with
02 ± inhibitor). The results of these experiments (3) demonstrate that the aliphatic inhibitors
decrease the rate of reaction of 02 with enzyme-bound FMNH2 in the same manner as the
aldehyde substrates, suggesting that the mode of inhibition by these compounds is similar to
aldehyde substrate inhibition. Furthermore, these compounds decrease the rate with which the
E-FMNHOOH intermediate decays to FMN and H202, demonstrating the existence of a
ternary complex of E-FMNHOOH-inhibitor. Tu has demonstrated that n-decyl alcohol has a
strong stabilizing influence on E-FMNHOOH and has used n-decyl alcohol as a buffer additive
for isolation of E-FMNHOOH by column chromatography (22). Aldehyde binding to E-
FMNHOH appears to stabilize the product complex and prevent or slow the dehydration
reaction (k13, kg5 and k16 ); inhibitor binding to E-FMNHOOH appears to exert a similar
influence.

Effect of Mutations at a106 on the Enzyme-Catalyzed Reaction

Luciferase is known to possess an "essential" thiol (24) that resides at position W106 (25).
Modification of this residue with even the very small nonpolar -SCH 3 group renders the
enzyme inactive (26). By site-directed mutagenesis, we demonstrated that this thiol is not



essential for activity (18). The ctCl06S, ctCI06A and aCl06V variants were created and the
enzymes analyzed and shown to be active in the bioluminescence reaction (17); the aCI06S
variant had essentially wild-type activity and appeared to be less sensitive to aldehyde substrate
inhibition than the wild-type enzyme, implying that the mode of inhibition might be through
formation of a thiohemiacetal (18), an hypothesis that we have since discounted (17). The
same mutant luciferases have been studied in the laboratory of Tu (19) confirming the
conclusion that the W106 cysteinyl residue is not essential for bioluminescence activity. Xi et
al. (19) studied the reaction of the valine mutant with FMNH 2 and 02 and concluded that the
mutation converted luciferase from a flavin monooxygenase to a flavin oxidase. We have
demonstrated that with the valine mutant, the E-FMNHOOH intermediate forms at essentially
the same rate as for the wild-type (2), disproving the hypothesis of a mechanistic switch. The
cvC106V enzyme, however, exhibits a reduced bioluminescence quantum yield due to a greatly
increased (>100 fold) rate of decay of the E-FMNHOOH intermediate to yield FMN and H20 2

(k 17 ) (2). The instability of the C4a-hydroperoxyflavin intermediate for the valine mutant (2)
probably accounts for the results of Xi et al. (19).

CONCLUSIONS

The results of these studies (1-3) comprise a set of rate constants defining the primary
reactions catalyzed by the bacterial luciferase from Vibrio harveyi. These rate constants were
determined under a single set of well-defined experimental conditions. It is clear from the
complexity of the reaction that few valid conclusions can be drawn about the effects of
inhibitors, mutations, buffer conditions, etc., on the reaction without performing a detailed
kinetic analysis. The discovery of an isomerization of the E-FMNH2 complex to yield the 02-
reactive E-FMNH2 was unexpected, but is consistent with reports of a two step mechanism
for binding of FMNH2 to the enzyme of Photobacterium phosphoreum (27) and a
conformational change that occurs in the Vibrio harveyi enzyme during the catalytic cycle (28).

The mechanism of aldehyde substrate inhibition appears to reside simply in the ordered
binding of substrates (1-3). If enzyme and aldehyde are mixed prior to addition of FMNH2,
FMNH2 binding cannot occur until after aldehyde release. The inhibition is due to loss of the
free FMNH2 to reaction with 02 prior to binding to the enzyme. Formation of the ternary
complex E-FMNH2-RCHO reduces the rate of formation of E-FMNHOOH, but does not
greatly reduce the bioluminescence quantum yield. Oxygen can react directly with the
complex, albeit at a reduced rate, and if the aldehyde temporarily dissociates, 02 can react with
the E'-FMNH2 very rapidly (1).

The rate constants shown in Table I allow simulation with high precision of the various
reaction time courses that occur on the V. harveyi enzyme. These results should serve as a
foundation for investigations into the details of the chemical mechanism of bacterial luciferase.
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Introduction

Bacterial luciferase is a heterodimeric enzyme (oip) with a single active center that resides
primarily if not exclusively on the ot subunit (1, 2). The role of the P subunit is not known,
but it is required for the high quantum yield of the biolminescence reaction. The individual
a and 0 subunits exhibit an authentic bioluminescence activity with a very low quantum
efficiency (3, 4). Over 20 years ago, Hastings and colleagues demonstrated that the a and 0
subunits could be resolved by anion exchange chromatography in urea-containing buffers (5,
6). Mixing of the subunits and dilution of the urea resulted in renaturation of the enzyme.
The low level of bioluminescence activity observed upon refolding of the individual subunits
was attributed to incomplete chromatographic resolution of the subunits (5). More recently,
we expressed the two subunits independently from recombinant plasmids in cultures of
Fscherkchia co/i (7). We were surprised to find that (a) the individual subunits do exhibit low
but authentic bioluminescence activity (3, 4), and that (b) mixing of the at and I0 subunits
produced in separate cultures of £ cofi did not lead to formation of the biologicqail active __
heterodimer, even after prolonged incubation, indicating that proper assembly of of a[5
requires folding in the same cell (4, 7). Following unfolding of the at and P subunits with
urea or gunidine HCI, the subunits recombined upon dilution of the denaturant,
demonstrating the covalent integrity of the recombinant subunits. These observations
suggested dta the formation of the oo heterodimer in vWo might constitute a kinetic trap (8);
under conditions of folding that preclude heterodimerization, an alternative structure(s)
appears to form that is not in equilibrium with the conformations of the subunits that interact
to form the heterodimer. To test this hypothesis, we have undertaken an analysis of the
folding and assembly of the luciferase enzyme by both equilibrium and kinetic techniques (4,
9-11). We have used both the wild-type lucifenase and mutants at position OD313 that exhibit
a strong kinetic defect in the refolding reaction. We conclude that our hypothesis was correct
the P subunit, when allowed to fold independently of a, forms a hyperstable P structure that
does not unfold in 5 M urea. The structure of the carboxyl terminal region of the 0 subunit
appears to play a critical role in the process of both heterodimerization and homodimeriation,
but it has little or no effect on the structure, stability or activity of the heterodimer once it is
formed. These observations suggest that the native form of a protein need not be at a global
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energy minimum. Rather, it would appear that the native structure of a protein must be
kinetically accessible and possess sufficient conformational stability to exist on a biological
time scale.

Results and Discussion

When bacterial luciferase from Vibrio harveyi is placed in 5 M urea, 50 mM phosphate,
pH 7.0 and 180, denaturation is complete within a few seconds. The unfolded protein has no
detectable bioluminescence activity and a far UV circular dichroism spectrum indicative of a
random structure (9). Rapid 50-fold dilution of the unfolded protein into buffer without urea
with a final protein concentration of 5-25 Ig/ml leads to refolding of active enzyme with a
high yield (9; Fig. 1). At concentrations above 50 pg/ml, the yields are reduced due to
aggregation, while at low concentrations, the yield is compromised due to apparent
competing folding reactions of the individual subunits (9, 10). The latter observation is
consistent with the inability of individual subunits produced from recombinant plasmids to
assocte to form the active heterodimer (4, 7). One would expect each individual subunit to
fold into a heterodimerization-incompetent form similar to that formed upon folding in vivo.
Under dilute refolding conditions, the farst order processes involving the individual subunits
would become apparent, whereas at higher concentrations, the second order
heterodimerization process would predominate.
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Figure 1. Time courses for the recovery of luciferase activity following 50-fold dilution of
protein from S M urea Into 50 mM phosphate, pH 7.0, 18. Both panels depict the results of
th Samexpeme, but with different time axes. Each data point represents a single enzyme
activity determination In which an aliquot of the refolding reaction mix was diluted Into assay
buffer and the luciferase activity determined by rapid Injection of FMNH2. Refolding reactions
typically were monitored for a period of 20-24 hours. The solid lines are calculated time
courses based on the kinetic model and rate constants given In Figure 2. Each curve was
calculated with the same set of rate constants but different protein concentrations. The final
protein concentrations were 1.0 ptg/mi (0), 2.0 pLg/mi (0), 4.0 tg/ml (*), 10 pg/ml (A), 25
pgm (X), and 50 pg/ml (+).

When the unfolded protein was diluted into buffer and luciferase activity followed as a
function of time, a lag phase of about 3-4 min was observed that did not change significantly
with protein concentration (9). Following the lag, the enzyme activity increased at a rate that
was strongly dependent on the protein concentration up to 10-20 tg/ml (9). At lower



concentrations, the rate of recovery of enzyme activity appeared to be limited by the second
order rate of association of the a and 0 subunits. However, at higher concentrations, the rate
became independent of protein concentration, suggesting that a first order step following
heterodimerization was rate limiting. To test this possibility, we initiated a refolding reaction
at 50 Vg/ml, and after 6 min, diluted the refolding protein 10 fold to a final concentration of 5
pg/ml (9). At the higher concentration, the rate of recovery was concentration-independent,
while at 5 pg/ml, the rate was strongly concentration dependent. When the refolding protein
was diluted to the lower concentration, the refolding reaction continued at the same (fast) rate
for a period of about I min before slowing to the rate expected for protein refolding at 5
pg/ml. This observation demonstrated the existence of an inactive heterodimeric species on
the folding pathway. The inactive heterodimer formed quickly at the high protein
concentration and slowly isomerized to the active conformation. Upon dilution, this process
continued until the concentration of the intermediate decreased to a level at which the overall
rate became limited by the rate with which the a and 0 subunits interacted to form the
intermediate.

When the a and 0 subunits were separated by anion exchange chromatography in urea-
containing buffers and allowed to refold separately (10), several interesting features emerged.
First, if the subunits were allowed to refold for 4 min or more prior to mixing, no lag was
observed, indicating that the lag is due to first order folding steps involving the individual
subunits. Second, if the subunits were allowed to refold overnight prior to mixing,
essentially no active luciferase was formed. This observation was consistent with the
observed decrease in yield at low refolding concentrations, discussed above, and the reported
inability of the subunits from recombinant E. coli to assemble (4, 7).

To better understand the cause for the failure of the subunits produced independently in
E. col" to assemble, we have purified and studied subunits from that source (4). The separate
subunits have circular dichroism spectra in the near ultraviolet which are indicative of packing
of the aromatic residues, and far ultraviolet spectra indicative of well-ordered secondary
structure. Comparison of the sum of the spectra of the two subunits with that of the
heterodimer (4) indicates that the secondary and tertiary structures of the separate subunits are
similar to the structures in the heterodimer. Comparison of the intrinsic fluorescence of the
individual subunits with that of the heterodimer indicates some alteration in the environment
of several tryptophanyl residues (4). The a subunit has 6 tryptophany2 residues (12) and the
P subunit has 2 (13). The intrinsic fluorescence of the P subunit is extremely low, indicating
a strong quenching of the fluorescence in the folded protein, while the intrinsic fluorescence
of the a submit is about twice that of the ocP enzyme, demonstrating that the final packing of
residues within the heterodimer results in significant quenching of the fluorescence of
tryptophanyl residues within the a subunit (4).

Subunits from luciferase, separated by column chromatography in urea and refolded
independently by dilution from the urea, had circular dichroism spectra identical to those of
the recombinant subunits. However, when the recombinant A subunit was placed in 5 M
urea, it did not unfold, as shown by the fact that the CD spectrum did not change. The at
subunit, however, unfolded rapidly iii 5 M urea. Unfolding of the 0 subunit did occur in 6
M guanidine HCI (4); when the 0 subunit unfolded in 6 M guanidine HCI was dialyzed into 5
M urea, it remained unfolded. Dilution into buffer resulted in refolding into a structure that
was stable in 5 M urea&



The strong hysteresis in the unfolding and refolding of the P subunit is clearly indicated
in the rate constants for the process. When unfolded 0 subunit is diluted into buffer
containing cx subunit, it will fold with a to form active enzyme (10). If a subunit is added to
the refolding P at various times, the amount of available 0 subunit decreases dramatically
over a period of hours. The rate of loss of heterodimerization-competent 0 subunit is second
order, suggesting the possibility of a homodimerization process, Likewise, the formation of
the urea-stable form of the J0 subunit, monitored by circular dichroism in 5 M urea, following
dilution from urea is second order, with an apparent second-order rate constant very similar
to that for loss of heterodimerization competence. Recombinant J3 subunit was analyzed by
analytical ultracentrifugation and found to be a dimer, as suggested by the kinetics of
formation of the heterodimerization incompetent species. The ct subunit, however, appears
to be monomeric.

These observations offer an explanation for the inability of the recombinant subunits to
assemble into the heterodimeric structure. The P subunit forms a stable homodimer that is
not available for interaction with the cx subunit. The formation of the active apx structure
appears to be kinetically preferred, but in the absence of a, P3 will self-associate in a very
slow reaction to form a homodimer that is stable indefinitely in 5 M urea.

Under equilibrium conditions, we have shown that the luciferase unfolds by a three state
process (11). When luciferase is introduced into urea-containing buffers (0-6 M) and
allowed to incubate at 180 for 24 hours, the protein at high concentrations of urea appears to
be completely unfolded as determined by fluorescence and circular dichroism. At
intermediate urea concentrations (ca. 2.5 M) an intermediate structure is formed in high yield
that is heterodimeric but inactive, has a reduced negative CD signal at 222 nm, and has an
increased intrinsic fluorescence (It). The conversion from the native protein into this
intermediate is independent of the protein concentration, but the conversion from this
intermediate to the unfolded state is concentration dependent (11). We have therefore
proposed a three-step unfolding mechanism; the equilibrium constant at 180, 50 mM
phosphate, pH 7.0 for the cxP--ctxP interconversion was determined to be 4 x 10-4, and for
the cxpi--cx + P equilibrium, 1.6 x 10-15 M. The overall equilibrium constant for the
unfolding reaction under these conditions was 6.4 x 10-19 M.

a 0.002A, C,. - -. .. A- kinetic model depicting the
u0"00 2500•IWIfolding and assembly of the V.

S0008 harveyi luciferase subunits is
0A >- oit presented in Fig. 2. The species cxu

and Ou indicate the unfolded subtuits
u 0.0040 "which refold through first order

u01• 140 M'10 processes to form structures, .xi and
4.10-5 s"1 / V \[ 1, that can associate to form the

Do ]2 inactive heterodimer capi. The

gure . Kinetic model for the folding and assembl inactive heterodimer isomerizes to
of the subunits of bacterial luciferase. The rate form the active heterodimer cxt. The
constants were determined by a combination of direct subunit species cxi appears to be the
experimental measurements and simulation of the form of c that is isolated directly from
refolding data presented in Figure 1 (9). lysates of E. coli that carry the luxA

gene (4). The rate constant for the first order process ccu--ai, which undoubtedly involves
numerous steps, was estimated as the rate constant for the slowest step in the formation of the



native circular dichroism signal at 222 nm (Chaffotte, Ziegler and Baldwin, unpublished).
Likewise, the rate constant for the 1u-+13 process was estimated from stopped-flow CD
measurements. The estimates of these rate constants were then varied from the measured
values to allow an optimal fit to the lag observed in the experimental data for recovery of
activity following dilution from urea (Fig. 1) (9). The final values giving the best fits to the
experimental data were very close to the values determined from the CD kinetic data. The
first order rate constant for the c13j-+Cta isomerization was initially estimated from the
kinetics of the shift that occurred in the rate of formation of co upon dilution from 50 lig/ml
to 5 gtg/ml (9). The rate constant was then varied to obtain the optimum fit to the
experimental data, including the secondary dilution experiments. The second order rate
constant for the homodimerization of the 0 subunit was measured using two approaches.
First, the rate with which refolding P subunit became heterodimerization-incompetent was
determined over a range of concentrations and the data fit to a second order mechanism.
Second, the rate with which refolding 0 subunit formed the 5 M urea-insensitive structure
was determined over a range of concentrations and the data fit to a second order mechanism.
Both approaches gave similar values for the second order rate constant. The
heterodimerization rate constant was determined by simulation. When we attempted to fit the
data presented in Figure 1 using these 5 rate constants, we were able to simulate the early and
intermediate portions of the curves quite satisfactorily, but at later times, the simulations
invariably continued to give a slow increase in activity that was not demonstrated by the data.
To account for the flattening of the time courses of activity recovery at later times of
refolding, we have introduced a first order conversion of [51J', a monomeric form of 0i
subunit that is incompetent to heterodimerize. With the addition of this step, we have been
able to fit the experimental data quite well (Fig. 1). It is this proposed first-order step that
results in reduced yield of active enzyme at lower protein concentrations. The variance of the
50 ttg/ml data from the simulation is due, we believe, to aggregation of folding intermediates
that occurs at the higher protein concentrations, which has not been incorporated into Fig. 2.

Sugihara and Baldwin (8) have described 0 subunit termination mutants that appear to
fold and assemble correctly at lower temperatures into proteins that have normal activity and
stability, but at higher temperatures fail to assemble into the heterodimer. Based on the
properties of these mutants, it was propoýsd that th-ecarboxyl-terminal regi-o-of the P
subunit must play a critical role in the folding and assembly reaction, but have little or no
effect on the activity or stability of the successfully folded product (8). We have designed a
series of mutants at position P313 based on the original termination mutants. The mutants,
PD313A, PD313N, PD313G, and PD313P, all exhibit kinetic defects in the refolding
reaction. However, they display the same conformational stability as the wild-type protein; in
fact, the asparaginyl and alanyl mutants are slightly more stable than the wild-type protein.
The prolyl mutant has the strongest kinetic defect of the four mutant enzymes. The lag phase
in recovery of activity is the same as for the wild type, indicating that the process Pu-+Pt is
the same. It appears that the heterodimerization rate constant is much lower for the mutant
than for the wild-type protein; the time courses of activity recovery for the PD313P mutant
can be satisfactorily fit to the model in Fig. 2 by changing only the heterodimerization rate
constant. Likewise, the homodimerization rate constant of the prolyl mutant appears to be
extremely low or non-existent. Examination of the prolyl mutant 0 subunit by analytical
ultracentrifugation showed it to be monomeric. The 1D313P mutant 0 subunit does not fold
into a 5 M urea hyperstable structure, but rather folds into a structure without significant near-
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ultraviolet circular dichroism, suggestive of a molten globule-like structure. It appears that
the proposed PI--P' reaction for the wild-type protein also occurs for the 1D313P mutant I
subunit, whereas the homodimerization reaction does not occur.

Conclusions

It appears that the folding of luciferase subunits into the biologically active cx4 structure is
a kinetically-determined process. The slow formation of Oft leads to a hyperstable structure
that does not catalyze the high quantum yield reaction. The observation of mutant proteins
exhibiting kinetic defects in the folding reaction is entirely consistent with this hypothesis. It
thus appears that the native structure of a protein must (a) be kinetically accessible and (b)
have sufficient conformational stability to exist on a biological time scale. Alterations in the
amino acid sequence may alter the kinetic pathway such that alternative structures become
kinetically accessible. Clearly, in a folded protein there is substantial conformational
flexibility, but it is unlikely that all conformations are in equilibrium under native conditions.
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Kinetic partitioning during protein
folding yields multiple native states

James F. Sinclair, Miriam M. Ziegler and Thomas 0. Baldwin

The prevailing view In the field of protein folding holds that the native state Is the
most stable structur possible. A corollary of this thermodynamic hypothesis Is
that the native state Is In equilibrium with all other conformations of the protein.
We have found an example of a protein that may exist In two differant state%,
both of which may be regarded a "native; but which cannot equilibrate on a
timescale that Is biologically meaningful. We propose that the active confomation
of this protein is at only one of several possible energy minima, and that during
the process of refolding In v/ri - and we assume folding In vAtn - the choice of
which state the polypeptld. finally attains Is determined by Idnetic partitioning
between folding pathways.
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pkmi duloride. The mealts ofequfllnium Ultra-

ceutuih~pton (PI& 2) demonstrate that the A subunit
produced and folded in R celi without th~subunit as-
suntes a dimeri structure Nonlinear least squara fits
of the dta to a sin*l exponential equation indicate that
0 ss . .1 won":speis with anwiularuwathM
of -7%w0 .The .U-lecIa-49r weight of &he subunit. d ei r

detezam; Mttesuiofdtoeumolcolarwe~igts of
fth residues in the encoded amino acid sequence, is
36,40 (rEL 11). It thbus Appears that fth A subunit. al-
lowed to fold withot a, can assume a honiodinteric
strucvmr which cannot associate with a to formu th c-
tin beft"IdimeL

Prolonged incubation of As wMt asubunit faults in
no ddemetble (activ) no dimer; suguating that on the
tiuincaeoftex~periuts (wefks)the% seces does
notasd~ucatu and thus catutotcome to equiirum wit
ap.vk therdar broaigawd the unfolding and refold-
jog of the A specie in buffers containing urea (Fig 5).
7he nam a4 CD) spectrum of folded 0 Is the same inS5
M ureas it isin buffe (Fi& O 3evenm after prolonged
(> ah) incubation of tthModed protein in urea. Once
flu peaten is unfolded by buetment with 9 M urea it
vrumiss unkideI whn the ure concentration is de-
crased wo s K4 demounstrating tant the folded and un-
folded conflormitons an coexis in S M6 urea without
any detcrabkintermoversion betweentle two forms.
7be FSTbunit i theo &dinae rapkidy (-C30sec) sad
f~uflyu dedvdbmaenp ldis MUrea5 Thfuui dureu
atediapparemflyt--h theCD ofteprottelu atm
111m1- .I 'o .g pr Mreoudary strubur-h 3As
beenm(F ). he beterodimeis able toes- .3
deuvatued oufixmatins VIwhehe starting foth as-
6tiordenattredstafte.and appears lo befu unfolded
in SM ures'131be bomduurdbw ws asonghrir-
aia bt~ pipdia prown and feuoding Protein.
Thereis no decrean sig na. for P atconcentratiouas of

umi ~ih h fezyei s yunfddeff. at* (6ubeuv* .z)
411101UNUMOOA veyi1w under

*at o dt euilibrium is not 4
enforat I Iat I ft ( is**O

Muza i~e!"tin apparaa " $4
unIub~btdishm of -.unfo 1ed buff
mialowureconcntratiom eragultin rtod- dAMC

hoDi ppostkietk- O in the unfolding

fatmeureinnt of fle eqdlibrium cons~tn ad thu
the onjoamutoml stbilit of Pr we obtained an esti-
Mte ofathe equilteum contantt byMeasuring thue rawe

constnts offorrwtion and dimsodation 0, (Its and k4
in 4 .

Felibi OWd afOdN&V Of 16
We hevw ued two approaches to Invitiple the rate of
fog dio of the Pj homodiumm Mrt. we obsnervU
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raweat which unfoled 0 becwnu betrodisawizatiom-
inup 't during the procas of refolding. UnfOlde

0 -bunt n uSM um isdlued from Thuamaadual-
lowed so reWd as dmawbe.At muious dams, aliquov
are rszuied and aind wih excess mativessubualt and
Allowed 60 continue velolding oerwulm The apparent
raft of loss of bewsrdizmrization competence show - £

drdependence- on die concentration o~the~subunit
inkinitlremdkguatrnihedste ig.4m~fltso

asncood ordernAs .id~ba valueor k (Fig.1) of
17 :t 30 M4 see'. he second metaodisbiAed on 03
observation (&cuued above) tbat the As strodure is
stable in S M uma. Inat re64 dingewerhment unluir to
Out presenaw In ft. 4 we withdrew alqots of 03
rdodingpvokin atvarious tineausl vandcrassed the umv
vowncratibon IDS Mccoftionm under ubdiany PfOta
bad 16rused should runin foldsd. We IeSruns The

wsing 03 CD signal atW 22uarn uS M uma ofsamps
u'Adgaw a'-t vaiousdms.laded, Oudeta (Fl,4b)fit

wd to a *wood order proces with a rate consemot (ht
11 lof 200:t 30M4 suc.,In goodas"-Nar,"% nwian3

apurinnel aulte presented in Fig, U. Since 03 dif-
fnemcbPtwe m dwue twon 'vnpu blesiat dma3error
in,03h Individual doertninstions. we conclude dtatloss
offil~emrd - 1 on conyeunc.and fortnaudonof 03
vsva-ftbleP~spedssoccrwittiesame rateconbat

TIM native N 1 t whla s two tryp~oplmat residues
pe poy-PIpTOWe cll" ans aintrinsic fivoruscence

=~io ap mbu e-sisiftidirfaive So tbto) uiost
foled protewith fa uudummat 320 mm(Fig. 5dm-
sat)P.Ihe intensIyof 03 luoruscece is quise low coo*-
pared with that e fete or a protein with two

trpp &ýMnny radsausigpoft03ibtryp~opIanyl
Maldus f the N3 specie reside in a hydvopbobic envi-

rmtAnd that the lucoreceuce Of 11Me residues is

wel segnizset packing of arouzutic sieda u=- n A
lot w~ hia -3 latul*src £orescemce eoihslox spectrunt.
upon unUdio in6 M guuadnidamn Chloride (ftg 5,
book) or In 9 M re(datamnot sbo - ),ae isar M
.lmoOudwuorscomm about3S am. his dungim

M o , P coccurredom 1h03sasreuMu cncatratloo
m~o ehe dung.aCD signal sonin M&g Mb(dam

orcq(24hf owngAmmng widt devauantu . Occurs 3) D.c.i) CD
lot 2-S"MVguaidinh Clum d&7rie.Terat of en-
hidingof the stractare was deumaied by moitor.
lng03lmcaseu ucrececetollwingukizigof m-
Uive protlai wit a teim of guaniftinum chloride corn-
catradoin (ftg 5) using a stoppe&Rfow mixin device
ansdhd to 03 fluoromeim Bahdraction was fit to a
.1*e exponential So deetermInlor0 rate constant for
unfolding at each ocetraftio Of gUta~idiIsM ddIo-
riMde .D m3-4M smiftiaumdioricdtea OumoW
Ing reactions prcmidwith readiy zoesurable rate.
The observed rate consteant determined aie 03 micro-
scopic: rateconstante of unfoldingsince Owe boo con-
trbutoo from 03 refodlng radios under 03 condi-
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to nata conditions (no denaturant) to obt ian Irte~ 5 r

1)ofL6x 1~'aer.ThisnthissouowtatPkouebuud
doe moidiuocintom abolialtmaeunrnm--
naturincotndiious.

Mhe ratio of tie raw Constants (k~k Yidd an 46tunt
Of the lhoationu qdibrium coomat for ONhez 0~

f4.:a Cans, of about to' M at 15 IC. Ibis equilbehisi corn-
__ cogrup - -oad a fra efing)'M~pc of about -21

- ~ ~ lseI t au of-24 kcybol fo mnovrn- 4 3 (If~ a'~,I~

dwaturant to deasuine tie rate of dissociation ofth
boaaodiwMe as wall as the error intrinuic Wo eshtiuon
teu equlibriumu Conant from tie raw Consuns v corn-
dude gt~tt dcabram (lna stabilitinsoffihehtowdiow
and boosudil are not asil~xficanily dlkmnt.

fted oun musuramnens of ftfiets of r~jldin of lu.
-isa - (co) from unfolded subunift"we hen admad

Owhe sed order rafcntasntfbreA P ,I ne usuiy(a
+ 0-4 oftk1N Fin ft10to be about 2WO M4 wc-' (A.C.
Quarl U. Wbddil&h.-F. QlNDti and TD.O. imnuscript
in pxqmrstlo.). The swod order raft ConantN far Mhe
compilag I , - "imuiztlinu reaction (I + P -+ P0) re-
ported bere is about 180 M Pec-, am 10 ft. law dmn
the rate conhtat for hettodna mM izatkoNa.

A tars.acdvatlon bo rba~ r; or
The Puboankr~difgntilel -ric I-I tms at last 1wo OL.
available folding pathways the kinetically prdeferd

and tie slow bozoditmiution pathway lading to tie

auu=l~y of tew euzyam in Viw weIa prpsd at the as
weay of 6e azyu was ander Wakiei cointmo".'i* now
underewud timhepbc bom brthekistetallycourolled

TIM epROMaMIwrepowded howe dinlustrale that 9u in-
Obltyof the deda tand A subunits woasambleinto ac-
tie lecfame is due to the fixntorn of a 3bmo
wWh is pmvmwad from dimcodaton under non-deatnr-
lg conditions by a large activation batrie The P

laiom tu~m u w-treatmludbraseetarbkodezw
,A&h SM -a result in rapid undftkn ofm bohubunit.
BoaMen chiaviem sudrn.dnnigcdt
one blaloglalthmacakso both coufortnadoom cabe de
Scribeduloath4

Nft&e Asobunkis. unfolded byteatment of P, wt9 M
uru~or obolatmlathunfo& sld. eWby lnaM itncluo-
wutoypapy of ludfuasesbunit unfoddIn SM urn I
zmuiisunfolded awn te remcof urn ndwrcoridous
fttd*Omt unold PrAt rsou~awwmtrallmthn 2 M
teu dnoldo subunit atIna native stucture.-f Ism
dftw tat dw bystereis is due to Ilse citrwudy dow rate
on 6 a ridissocisiorn. Imligtnsabtanh m0-
ergetic input is required to' Inttcum ubunkitbewu I,
tie foided and unailded cofeMlrs a cssjuaceof
this kWawrgeae burrlerh ftut theeino ofkliftand an-
folding are very dow. Thw rate combatn for the unifoln
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ftb recmak would be o~w wie uniomam 7be.Th foe-
unt"e of Ow & bomfnwdiuras Ow vry so ioth a
rafm costuatof about 180 W seOr.7i ratecos waft is
uwcbls don would be elpoctu frontudiffnsiouual law.
W., sMuogq *at E&m my be siagiiant contamn-
tionul mrrmaupsnb I ie Pw subunit prior to or dur-
bg~eforrtaon of spedc fc=tosutat Es.di..inter-
facmdma.Iehlsepanatiou fEuoeuwdtioa aCie
"man second order rate constant for lass of

of uramstoble N bs dont bodt beterotheiumon and
., udr, matids Invov iweusnieOsubuni lnarme-
dimilfiewo =aod-ordepr ocuuinkwitwdfeat
fmor.. e Subnisudaorrn ininbekImrpidequl-
ibriumftrouga s--comman InmMw..~

9ycau~ayumootwmnaramndfarUv~v *

doded Eat Ow structures of fte sWubu& foldind de-
7dm4y ane lot poidIaMimt bOwnU structure

strctural hfruuidom for Utelucifirme atrits subunit
ismo. or"Oft awallabwso it s " otpabl~e 0 om
-et about strctural dieenuc.estuer Pp qxand Pk I
In E~soacum nktv to w JSsubunkb In ew c

sw eould be doe Saldy 10 duMCM in Eu sub-
unit kimw~r Hotw w~ Eu eapumub l jrdhmr
"atr d rd-e to Lnesftlpu kluedc trap Eat cc-
cane during teu reflding recdon. not tIm Viaew a struc-
anrit nurpuwati am Eu Nainers and &ammxlynam-

Prsub hift occurs dwoul a srim of hmmnidaw
- Auf dornuia mostofwbichbamaulya tmasient a-
WON. ft abudbeapst got any PlROMy luurolv
log imitandialks is subect to kairti partihioning.
huimowc1 uswiniudasow m '1 podsamysahr meud-
log Patewnm, sudh tat Eupress of unotation mad
matuaiel ai veho. at utuyWeeauul.
mUICUM bet 4110 10 dAL ups-mby-ia a

r*~~ u~y and cum*e E polda to fold inot an
hmswssuwre1d. ropud uldbeconvaasud

viei Iu. aplnnuP'S'o fitstnatations
tat go P Teu Viddef comnecty~bded pumtui do so
by alwleg Eu free emu of Se usad" struc tureE
unfolded nulypuIm ora bo4rn lom It Ib also pos-

blitrof Ocorrec~ylbded Marctsue The proedctpur-
titesradovmuldbealtusbydwinu a nwemqmitmde

os (or off) Eu fosigpaiuy
Mmnal oaftids agrsbemsawmtocc IOCbletae

teu pathwy lading to oamntlos of ft plp P22a
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ca mea tu -m Se t owndj0  pb aaoty p. it ap-Pat& ouat 'hue nutiti. Ind to a purtitioning of gm6 4 die* ýr ~it s"tbding A subunit into (at just) t%* coa~otior~jIstatak one azu iscapable ofifltlrctiag wi'htheu

playa aud r be dazn hem h~dwn heracution, .tp
kcoren the"woaei.7h

actiWrmW Acdv* ad sa cy% aingWth o uca

SiR At du kno~iwavn thatO the Aicrr~1 subunit(mc
plays efOvdalg m dringay .t e i e

bo sth in olding inld the u dyin prteactio .pethe
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hta od
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~ he e aybeot erPathw ays hc e dt r d
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ftPI'WIem11 Of lUdft8a Said 9 ee0p PMibUab. Luofeas
was purified Winm rtcombinent I. cdo cobe contaiiningl a plumed
car"en the Jux~ll genes, ham Vibno harnpje grow at 25 w-, a
preuuosly clscribed0-0 Natinea and it subunits vte purified
under native conditeonsil directly from I cok cellb containing
plmedsmi carrying either thes kAA or Awl goen from V hanoWji
Growth wa at 22 4C. at which temperature the subunit ware
overaipremsd in soluble forms The nabve subunits vwernevrer
sublecied to amw ueea treatment.. end prior to the urpenment,
each had never bean expoand to the other subunit- Unfolded a
aid P subuneits were obtained by denaturing Whinrle (c in S
M ure and separtin the unfolded subunits by oin azlnang
chromatography in S M urea"s Folded (natme) subunits wren in
50 mM phosphate buffe. I mM IOTA, 0 SmM OTT. p 7 0.
Unfolded subunte was in the sume buffer S M in wees pror to
initiateon of refoldingfsasambly

SubnWO oodlgaaeby All refolding and assembly
stpermentem inWho Yare done at IS 'C. consistent with peeuvious;
detailed kinetic arid equilibrium studies of refolding". The
temnperature used in twes e~apeimnts is consistent with the
maine habita of fth luminous bacterium VY66D i& aW,, froa.

which the Wm anid AMW genes ware derived. Refolding of the
subunits was initialed by S0-fold dilution from 5 M urea (or non-
ureaconilaining buffer in the cas of fth natie subunits) into So
mM phoaiplif buffee I mM IOTA. 0.5S mM 011 0.2% b1o-idna
serum albumin (USA) pH 7.0. at 18 *C. with a residual ume
concentration of 0. 1 M (ref. S1

Loindiaf ediVIV emyt. Acbtinitof the ucifres heterodimer
"a measre by a flami injection essay in which tMe substrate
FMNfis is iiecled into a solutio of enzyme w4d fth other too
siubstrnblrmb% and aldehydit" The subsequent Wigt io

wasmesutovf sirerDesigns; TO2Oe "uioee

MAney111i1 F r .@-ýnSw.pi.oftheP subuniit used
for analytical utacentrikligtion were dealywf utihauslively against
200 mM pliosphste pH4 7.0. wetinming 0.5 mMA OTT Analytical
ultraceintrifugation of native 11 subunit (0. 1 mg ml') was
peronned at WOOD rpms and 23 0C. usin a Deckinna Optimai
XLA instument Equilibrium was establi hed afte 24 h. and at
"thslime. the absorbanice at280 in. a determined asafunction
of radial position. The density of the buffer was detessrrined to be
1 02S g W4" at 23 TC by the mechanical oscibto ftchnique.
and the partial specific volume of the protein was calculated fa

be07234 Wn g4 froem fth aminos aid composarin"A. The da
were fit toht single stonetisil equation A - W'.p#AIwa I- A. (sIr6esaft 0)

vpW n~f," hemA -abeorbence rda l postR~nr.
Au wwa mlim at the matiasmir MW. molecular wvei ts.
.weX 1, ft.v- parilial ;Zecifcvolume. p - darieit Pt - the
Ided gos constant, arid T a abeolub temperature

NJagmoi S1,IJI40ovine serum albumfin was ommsittdfree
the refbidin buffer for mepeuiments involvng q uspet Meoe
methods. CC spectra were obtained with a Jasco J600A
spectrepolarkmeer: samplaes e maintained at 18 OrC Folded 5l
subunit wa in 50 mM phosphats ormi the same buffer with 5SM
urea The letter sample was incubate inS 5U urea for moire then
48 h prior to rcceding tOe spectrum.

To obtain urea denauraftin curews of 0 subunit, the initial
samples iires either native On buffer without urea or unfoilded
(in bufferwilbl9 M urea hsesltinwe diluted int d~aiffnt
concentrations of urea in 50 mM phosphate 1 mU IOTA. 0.5
MA VT1 pH 7.0, at I$ VC. final proten concentrations being 12

pg W1. Maftr approimatay 24 h, CO ait 222 nm was measured
for each sample

Deteainelatiom of Ume acoud-osder rate cornesut for
h~odla"9seaiate of5 ILIo methods ware employed to
determilne the raw of formation of J% FirM the rae of lisi of
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haetsudimnsabton competence wa determined at a vwietl of
subunit cmemntrations Unfolded P subunit was dilute 30-fold
NOt refoldng buffer (aboi) Plus 0 2% M.A At wirous times,
aiquots we wiithdrewn and mised with ca native a subunit
(7S pg Wf. or 167 IsM final concentration in the same buffer)
The bioluminescence activity was measured after 12 h to
detemnni the final activity recovered, the maiumum yield being
limited by the concentration of helirdmerixaton-competmnt
subunit

The svc-nd method retied upon the stability of & in 5 M urea.
At regular iniarvals following dilut~ion of P subunit into refoldmng
buffer aviouat SSA. aliquots were renmowed and a~uuted to 5 M
urea, conditions under which N, is stable, but tie P monoe
unfoWldsFollowmg .4wtlibratlon at 18 OC for 24 h. the CO at 222
nim wa recor'ed om. the signal for each sample and the signal
of the natie. protein (homodimer) in S N uriea, the fractio of
uniaostbl P subunit in each aliquot wis determined.

Data from both speinments were fit to the second order rate
equation It w, 14i - t/K whiere k = second order raee constant.
t a times in m, F- concentration of monomer, aid V, - initial

cocninof P subunit. A nonlinear Weast squants fit to the
cnnrnof monomer was performed, and the fraction of

each speon was computed by divding by the initial protein
concentiabon. For the formation of die wee-stabsle state the fit

wsto to quantity 56, - a.

Detewuloatb of this Mlet or"e late conutanit for P
useed"M llbat. Meiansa fluorescence emssion spectraeo
folded 0 i buffer (50 mM phosphafte.1 mM EOTA, 0.5 mM DT11
pH4 7.0) lind unfolded 0 in S N urea under the same conditions
were obtained with an SWM 8000 fluorometer at a protein
concentration of 1 psM. with iinictation at 280 nmn. The first order
rate constant for 06 dissociation was determined at a number of
different guanidlinium chloride concentratior.i by stopiped-flow
fluorincence. using a rapid moong deome attached to the SLM
fluoromeur Guanidlinium chloride was used instead of urea
because sff~loend high concentrations of the latter to do the
unfolding experiment could not be achievd. The %, homodimer
in buffer wsinjected against guenidinium chloride in a meng
ratio oftI 25 for a final protein concentration of I pM in each
denatliant concentration (SO mM Phosphate, I mM EDTA. 0.5
mM OTE P 17.0. 18 'C). The change in fluorescence bevwee
the nat ivead denatred state was followed at 36S nm using an
victiton wmelength of 2ICn.. The change in signal could be
fitto the eqution Y M Y, JIA + YOAL~- "AD ith Y fluorescnce
"qnot , - signalof dimeec Y. -signal of product. JAL a initial
dimer concentration, and tA) a the concentration of dimer
detumn ed by the lirst order raw equation WA - KA) e, It - first
order MUt constant, and t a time in We to obtai an observed
frs~t aide rate constant for dissociation at each guanoidnium
ditoide concntraton.
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Table A recover te refoiding of
folided or 0foled auwbwlt mIxed wlh fbided

or unfolded ag sulunlt

Starting conditions' Percent recovery'
Unfolded p + Unfolded a 100
Unfolded p + Folded *L 60
Folded p Unfolded a 4.0OS
Folded p Folded a -O.O05

,Unfolded and folded subunits were prepared as
described in MathodL
b'00 percent is based on enzyme activity recovered 24 h
after mixing unfolded ix and unfolded P. Refolding/
asermbly was carriedout at 18 C for 24 h as described In

A *~~~ .Me&hd. with a final protein concentration of 0~a ml-
.. 1(equimolar as and 9). The appearance of luciferase
heteromdier wlsfofoied by measuring boluminescence

(t'Ie •activity as a function of time.

I Kinetic partitioning Of luciferme P subunit during
d suunitaJ active heteodi mric FIg. 5 Determination of the first order rate constant fat

O*foldng homodied 0, dissociation into monomers. The first order rate
constant for P9 dissocation was determined at a number
of different guanidinlum chloride concentrations using
stoppedflow fluorescence (see Methods). The observed

PI. 2 Analytical ultracentrifugation of nadv4 subunit first order rate constants determined by fitting the data
(see Methods). The excellent fit of the data to the (ncrease In fluorescence signal at 365 nm) to a single
equation given in Methods Indicates theisedIMIns 45 exponential equation are plotted as a function of
a single specie with a molecular weight of 71.00. guen'dinnum chloride concentration; extrapolation to O

I apprgimalythemolecularweilht of'homodinW M guankdlniur Jloride yielded a value of 1.6 x 10-"
A sample was also analyzed with an inmtial loading seforthera: Anstantforunfoldingofpkhomodimer
oncentrtIonof03mgimIl'Psubunit. withsmlarresults under native conditionl Inset. Fluorescence emission

(singlesedimenting species of molecular weight 66,697). spectra of folded and unfolded p subunit Native p in
buffer (..-) has an emission maximum at about 320 nim.
Unfolded I in 6 M guanidinium chloride (-) has a red-
shifted emission maximum at about 350 rim. The vertical
line shows the maimal difference between the folded

R& 3 a6New UV CD spectra of folded and unfolded 0 and unfolded spectra at 365 nm. the wuvlength at wh*h
subinit.Folded p in SO mM phsphate buffer (1) ani In the change in fluorescence during unfolding was
5 M We4 (2) have essentially the same spectrum. monitored.
UnMeidlsubunlt in SM urea (3) showed ittle near UV
C6. =d meined unfolded under these conditions over
log piednd" of time. k Urea denaturation curves of A
subumit (ckcles) and of luciferase (squares). Protein
samples in buffer were mixed with urea at the indicated
concmnatio ns(open symbols) or were diluted from 3M
ureaftithee Inite concentrations (filled symbob) (see
Methods). foWowing incubation at 1iS C for -24 h, the
CD signal at 222 nm was recorded. Date for the
equilibrium unfolding of luciferase (4at2S pg mllare
from ref. 7.

Fl. 4 Determination of the second order rate constant
for 06formation at 1 SC.The concentratiornsof p subunit
duriknwrfolding following dilution from SM Mure were
0.13p (a, .0 ApM (*), 0.•2 iM (OlorO.7S jaM •.a.
los of heterodimerization competence of refoldingI
subuniLt b. appearance of S M ures-stableform ofthe
subunit (se Methods). The solid lines In paneall edI a 16 brw oft %,A# ~)
are fits to the second order rate equation kt a14 -11

aP. described In Methods. .. keep 4/, P 3 en JA U ne
'-I..•
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She 1. Kinetic partitioning of luciferase p subunit during
folding. Pu unfolded P subunit; c4, active heterodi-ieric
luciferase; P2, homodimer.
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